A little about me:











By: Doug Smith, MCP, CBO
Cell: 801.550.7630
Office: 801.547.8133
Email: Doug@kimballeng.com
Web: www.kimballeng.com

Course Objective/Intent
 The objective of this presentation is to provide the basic

concepts needed to help make it easier to understand
the components and installation of PV systems. This
presentation covers basic code requirements for both
residential and commercial PV systems rated 600 volts
or less and is based on the 2011 and 2014 NEC.

The intent of this information is to be used as a guide only. This presentation is
not intended to indicate any change in any code by inference or omission. All
diagrams are for illustration purposes only and actual wiring and installation
may vary. All codes and manufacture requirements must always be followed
when installing and inspecting any PV and/or battery system.




Happily married for over 13 years
I have 3 children (1 girl and 2 boys)
Building Inspector for over 9 years
Certified Master Code Professional
Certified Combination Inspector (commercial & residential)
Certified Combination Plans Examiner
Fire Plans Examiner, Fire 1 & 2 Inspector
Obtained over 18 ICC certifications
2nd Vice President of the Utah Chapter IAEI
Past President of the Bonneville Chapter ICC
Owner of Master Inspections, LLC
Joined Kimball Engineering in October 2013

Good PV resources:
 White papers and articles by John Wiles:

www.nmsu.edu (at search box type “codes and
standards” and then follow the links)
 Photovoltaic Power Systems for Inspectors and Plan
Reviewers, book by John Wiles. www.IAEI.org
 Solar American Board for Codes and Standards:
www.solarabcs.org
 North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners:
www.NABCEP.org
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PV Modules

PV Modules

PV Modules

 PV cells make up a

module.
 A group of modules
mounted together at
the factory is called a
panel (usually 3 or 4
modules).
 All modules together
in a system make up
the array.

 An average 72 cell module can

Cell
Module

produce around 8 amps, 30
volts, and 240 watts of DC
power depending on the
design.
 Only 60 mA or less of AC
current is needed for
ventricular fibrillation and only
300 to 500 mA of DC current.
 It only takes around 1 amp DC
to produce an arc sufficient to
start a fire!
 PV systems are NOT
harmless!

Array
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Types of PV modules

Module Listing
 All photovoltaic modules must be listed as meeting UL

1703.

 NEC 690.4(D)

MonoCrystalline

PolyCrystalline

Thin cell

Not listed
UL 1703

(United Solar, Inc)

PV Module Interconnections
 A circuit with multiple

PV Module
Interconnections

modules that are
connected in series is
referred to by the NEC as
a “Source Circuit,” but is
often called a string of
modules by the PV
industry.
 Multiple strings of
modules are connected
together in parallel to
form an array.

(back of a module)

-

+

-

+

Or

+

-

+

-

Series connected modules
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Series vs. Parallel

Multiple Strings of Modules
Both strings are connected in parallel at the combiner box.

Series connected modules:
Volts from each module add together but amps stay the same:

+

-

-

+

-

+

-

+

DC Combiner box
for parallel
connection of
multiple strings.

-

+

To
Inverter

String (NEC refers to this as a “Source Circuit”)

Parallel connected modules:

-

-

+

-

+

-

+

+

-

-

+

-

+

+

-

+

-

String (source circuit)

-

PV output
circuit

Amps from each module add together but voltage stays the same.

+

+

+

String
(source circuit)

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

Note: some inverters can combine up to 4 or more strings in parallel (separate combiner box is not needed).

Example
If each module produced 8 amps and 30 volts…
DC Combiner box
for parallel
connection of
multiple strings.

To
Inverter

+

+

PV output
circuit amps=
16 A
PV output
circuit volts=
120 V

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

DC Combiner

String amps= 8 A, string volts= 120 V

-

+

-

+

-

+

-

String amps= 8 A, string volts= 120 V
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DC Combiner

DC Combiner Box

 A DC combiner box is used to

combine multiple strings
(source circuits) together in
parallel.
 DC rated breakers or fuses
must be used to protect each
string (source circuit) when
combined together with other
strings, NEC 110.3(B).
 Overcurrent protection may not
be required if only two strings
are connected together at the
inverter and the inverter does
not allow backfeed, NEC
690.9(A).

DC breakers

Mid-Nite Solar

Overcurrent Protection For
“Ungrounded” Systems

DC fuse combiner box

DC breaker combiner box

OCPDs For Each Positive And Negative
Conductors (for “ungrounded” systems)

Ungrounded systems:
 Section 690.35(A) and (B) requires an overcurrent
protection device and disconnect for each ungrounded
circuit conductor (both the positive and negative) when
overcurrent protection or disconnects are required.

MidNite Solar Combiner Boxes
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DC Combiner Box
 Some inverters have

Fuse holders

a DC combiner box
with DC fuses built
into it (ask for inverter
manufacture specs).

Ungrounded (Hot)
(usually positive)

Grounded
(usually negative)

Sunnyboy 7000 inverter:
Allows up to 4 strings (4 source
circuits) to be combined together
with fuses for each string.
(SMA)

Fronius 10.0 inverter:
Allows up to 6 strings (4 source circuits)
to be combined together with fuses for
each string.
(Fronius International Gm bh)

DC string combiner inside a
Fronius 10.0 inverter

2014 NEC – 690.4(B)
(previously 690.4(D))
Listing of equipment:
 DC combiners and
DC to DC converters
have been added to
the list of equipment
that is required to be
listed for the PV
application.

Inverters
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Inverters
 Inverters are required

for PV systems in
order to convert DC
power into AC power.
 Inverter’s AC output
voltage for residential
use can be either 120
V or 240 V single
phase (depending on
the model).

Inverters

Sunnyboy (SMA) 3000w

Sunnyboy (SMA) 7000w

 For commercial use,

inverter’s AC output
voltage can be 208V,
240V, 277V, or 480
volts for 3 phase
systems (depending
on the model).

Advanced Energy 100kw inverter
(Advanced Energy Industries)

Solectria 60-95 kw inverter
(Solectria Renewables)

DC Ground Fault Protection (GFPD)

New DC ground fault detection requirements:
 Exception #2 of 690.5 has been removed (oversizing
the grounding conductor instead of having DC GFPE is
no longer allowed).
 Exception #1 remains unchanged and states that DC
GFPE is not required for ground-mounted or polemounted PV systems when the system only has two
strings and all DC wiring is isolated from buildings.
 All DC wiring and components of a PV system must be
protected by listed PV-type ground fault protection as
per 690.5(A).

 PV systems providing power to

a building are required to have
ground fault protection, NEC
690.5.
 Commercial inverters that do
not incorporate a ground fault
protection device must have
each equipment grounding
conductor be sized at least 2x
the required ampactiy of the
DC “hot” conductors that it is
ran with, 2011 NEC 690.5
(exception 2).
 Most PV inverters incorporate
a GFPD (always verify with the
inverter manufacture!).

2014 NEC – 690.5 Ground Fault
Detection

Xantrex

(Xantrex Technologies)

Fronius

(Fronius International Gm bh)
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DC ground fault protection needed?

Utility Interactive Inverters
 Any PV Inverters

(commercial or
residential) that are
connected to the
electric utility grid
must meet UL 1741
and be listed as
“utility interactive”
having anti-islanding
protection, NEC
690.61 and 705.40.

Inverter
(SMA
Sunny Boy)

UL 1741 Utility Interactive Inverter
 An anti-islanding inverter detects when the utility grid

goes dead and automatically shuts down to prevent
backfeed to the grid.
 A utility interactive inverter is also required to produce
an AC voltage, sine wave, and frequency that is
compatible with that of the utility. If the output AC
voltage, sine wave, or frequency from the inverter is not
within a certain range the inverter is required to shut
down (this is part of the UL 1741 listing). NEC 690.3
and 705.14
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2014 NEC – 690.11 DC
Arc-Fault Protection

Arc-Fault Protection (AFPD)
 The 2011 NEC requires that a PV system with DC

circuits that are on or penetrate a building (commercial
or residential) operating at 80 volts or greater, shall be
protected by a listed “PV type” DC arc-fault circuit
interrupter or have listed system components that
provide equivalent protection, NEC 690.11.
 This section does not apply to micro inverter or AC
module systems that are currently on the market.

Update On Listed PV
Arc-Fault Protection:









SMA Sunnyboy inverters (under 11kw) have listed DC arc-fault
protection.
Fronius inverters (under 12kw) have listed DC arc-fault protection.
Solar Edge now has an inverter that contains listed DC arc-fault
protection.
Midnite Solar charge controllers have listed DC arc-fault protection.
Midnite Solar is close to obtaining a listing on their combiner box
containing DC arc-fault protection.
Solar BOS now has a listed 12 or 16 string combiner box with
integral DC arc-fault protection.
Eaton currently has listed DC arc-fault breakers rated from 600
volts DC to 1,000 volts DC.
Tigo is developing a 4 string DC arc-fault protection device but
appears to still be pending a listing.

Arc-Fault Protection:
 The words “on or penetrating a building” have been
removed.


This requires that any PV system with DC voltages of 80 volts or
greater must have listed DC arc-fault protection, and not just
those on a building.

 690.11(2) in the 2011 NEC

has also been deleted due to
the fact that “disabling or
disconnecting” an inverter
during certain faults (like
parallel arcs) may not
extinguish the fault but could
potentially make it worse.

2014 NEC – 705.12(D)(6) –
AC Arc-Fault Protection
Wire Harness and Exposed Cable Arc-Fault Protection:
 AC AFCI protection is

required for utility-interactive
inverter(s) that have a wire
harness or cable output
circuit rated 240 volts (AC),
30 amps, or less, that is not
installed in a raceway.
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Grounded DC Conductor (example):
AC circuit

DC circuit

Inverter

Ungrounded conductor

Internal
components

The “Grounded”
Conductor

(# of ungrounded
conductors may
vary depending
on the inverter)

Grounded conductor
GFPD

DC Equipment grounding conductor
AC Equipment
Grounding
Conductor
To bld. grounding electrode
(like a Ufer or ground rod, ect.)

“Ungrounded” (transformerless)
inverters:
AC circuit

DC circuit

Inverter
Internal
components

ungrounded conductor

(# of ungrounded
conductors may
vary depending
on the inverter)

ungrounded conductor

Inverter must still have
Ground fault protection
For DC circuit
DC Equipment grounding conductor

Grounding electrode conductor
may not be required by manufacture

(follow manufactures specs for transformerless inverters)

AC Equipment
Grounding
Conductor

Grounding electrode conductor

Grounded Conductor Marking
 Grounded conductors sizes #6 AWG or smaller must be

identified by one of the methods mentioned in NEC
200.6(A) (continuous white, continuous grey, three
white stripes, ect.).
Exception: sunlight-resistant, outdoor rated, single
conductor cable (USE or “PV” type wire) used as a
grounded conductor for photovoltaic (PV) power
systems shall be identified at the time of installation
by distinctive white marking at all terminations.
 Grounded conductors #4 AWG and larger must be
marked with distinctive white marking at all
terminations, NEC 200.6(B).

To bld. grounding electrode
(like a Ufer or ground rod, ect.)
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2014 NEC – 210.5(C)(2) and 215.12(C)
Identification of DC Wiring
Wiring for a DC system operating over 50 volts:
 Wiring #4 AWG or larger must be identified by polarity
at all terminations, connections, and splice points with
marking tape, tagging, or by other approved methods.
 The identification methods used to mark the wiring must
be documented and posted on panelboards or
distribution equipment that the conductors originate.

2014 NEC – Identification of
DC Wiring Continued…
Wiring that is #6 AWG or smaller must be identified by
one of the following:
Positive:
 Continuous red outer finish
 Continuous red stripe along the length of the wire on
insulation of a color other than green, white, grey, or
black.
 Imprinted plus signs (+), or the word positive, or POS,
marked on insulation that is a color other than green,
white, grey, or black and is repeated every 24” along
the wire.

2014 NEC – Identification of
DC Wiring Continued…
Negative:
 Continuous black insulation
 A continuous black stripe along the length of the wire on
insulation that is of a color other than green, white, grey,
or red.
 Imprinted minus sign (-), or the word NEGATIVE, or
NEG marked on an insulation that is of a color other
than green, white, grey, or red and is marked every 24”
along the wire.

Types Of PV Systems
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There are three general
types of PV systems:
 Utility interactive without battery backup.
 Utility interactive with battery backup.
 Stand alone systems.

Utility Interactive Systems Without
Battery Backup
These types of systems can be further broken down
into two separate groups:
 Multiple modules connected together in series making
up a string (source circuit), and one or more strings
connected to a single inverter (string system).
 Multiple modules connected together in parallel with
each module having its own micro inverter (micro
inverter and AC module systems).

1 string (Source Circuit) of
modules in series

String systems with a single inverter (without
batteries) typically consists of the following:
 Modules connected in series to form strings (source

circuits).
 A DC combiner box with fuses or breakers to combine
multiple strings together (if needed).
 An inverter to convert the DC power (derived from the
modules) into AC power.
 All required disconnects.

(Grounding conductors
not shown)

J-box for
transition
wiring

..

+

-

+

-

String
(source circuit)
Inverter
with 240v
output

*Note: To be clear, “disconnects” mentioned in this presentation
are for the disconnecting of power only, not necessarily
for overcurrent protection.

DC
disconnect

+

-

-

+

Inverter
AC output
circuit

+

-

+

-

AC output circuit ungrounded (“hot”) conductors
tie to a dbl pole breaker at sub-panel or service box
neutral

Or

240v

AC
disconnect

Sub-panel

Service panel

Note: One or both of the disconnects shown may not be needed if provided by the inverter.
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Junction Box

Junction Box

Non-fused splice box
(J-box) for transition wiring.

SolaDeck box (RSTC Enterprises, Inc.)

Splice terminals at a SolaDeck J-box
Photo courtesy of RSTC Enterprises, Inc.

Shown: 2 strings of modules combined together at a
detached combiner box (not combined at inverter).

Shown: 2 strings of modules ran directly to inverter
(no external DC combiner box needed):
240v output inverter with an internal DC
combiner box with fuses for each
positive conductor (for grounded systems)

(Grounding conductors
not shown)

String
(source circuit)
+

-

+

-

+

-

Jbox

+

DC
disconnect

-

DC
combiner box
+

-

+

-

+

-

Jbox

+
+

-

AC
disconnect

Busbar

DC
fuses

String
(source circuit)

PV output
circuit
(as per NEC)

Inverter
with 240v
Output
(grounded
system)

+

-

+

-

+

-

Neutral
240v

Inverter
AC output
circuit

AC output circuit “hot” conductors
terminate at a dbl pole breaker at a subpanel or at the service box.

Note: combiner box and disconnects shown may not be needed if provided by the inverter.

-

+

-

+

-

Jbox

AC
disconnect

Sunny Boy
3000
(SMA)

+

2 Strings
(2 source circuits)

(Grounding conductors
not shown)

+

Jbox

-

+

-

240v

DC
Disconnect
(part of the
Inverter)

neutral

Inverter
AC output
circuit

AC output circuit “hot” conductors
terminate at a dbl pole breaker at a subpanel or at the service box.

Note: Since strings combine at the inverter there is not a PV output circuit.
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Commercial String Systems
Negative conductors from
each string (source circuit)
combine together at the negative
busbar in combiner box.

+

DC
Disconnect

Inverter AC
output circuit
terminates at
a 3 pole breaker
at a sub-panel
or service equip.

AC
Disconnect

Inverter
(grounded
system)

All 10 strings
(source circuits)
combine at
combiner box

All 10 strings
(source circuits)
combine at
combiner box

Comb.
box

Comb.
box

DC
In

PV output
circuit

AC
out

Positive conductors from strings
(source circuits) each terminate at
a separate fuse or breaker and combine
together at the ungrounded (hot) conductor
busbar in combiner box.

Building’s electrical
service equipment

Commercial String Systems

PV output
circuit

Inverter AC
output circuit
(3 phase)

Sub-panel feeder
circuit (existing)

Subpanelboard

Inverter

neutral
(Grounding conductors
not shown)

Bipolar PV Arrays

Service equipment

DC disconnect
and PV output
Re-combiner box

(grounded
Inverter AC output circuit
system)
AC
terminates at a 3 pole breaker
at sub-panel
disconnect

Bipolar PV System (example)
Negative sub-array

Single phase
transformer analogy

-

+
Negative
PV sub-array

-

Positive sub-array
DC
Combiner
Box

+
Positive
PV sub-array

+

Negative sub-array’s
grounded (neutral)
conductor

600v

600v
neutral

Negative sub-array’s
ungrounded (“hot”)
conductor

PV output
circuit

(fuses)

Positive sub-array’s
grounded (neutral)
conductor

fuses

Positive sub-array’s
ungrounded (“hot”)
conductor

DC
Combiner
Box

+

Positive
Sub-array’s
grounded
(neutral) wire

DC
disconnect

Bipolar inverter

DC GFPD
in

(grounding electrode conductor)

To the building’s
grounding electrode

Bipolar
Inverter

fuses

PV output
circuit

PV output
circuit

1200v

To building’s grounding electrode

-

Negative
Sub-array’s
grounded
(neutral) wire

DC
in

DC
disconnect

(Grounding conductors
not shown)

Inverter AC
output circuit

AC disconnect
3 phase
AC output
(neutral)

To a 3 pole breaker
at sub-panel or
service equipment
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Each Module Is Connected To Its
Own Mirco Inverter

Modules In Parallel
PV systems with modules connected in parallel
typically consists of the following:
 Each module is connected to its own inverter called a
micro inverter.
 A certain number of micro inverters are connected
together in parallel to form a circuit.
 The circuit terminates at a double-pole or three-pole
breaker at sub-panel or service box.

Installation by Scott Call

Enphase micro inverters

Enphase M210 Micro Inverters

-

+

Enphase M215 and M250 micro inverters:

(Transparent View)

support track

(Indicates supports)

Enphase M215 and M250 Micro
Inverters

-

-

+

+

-

+

-

..

Micro
inverter

..

..

Micro
inverter

(Grounding conductors
not shown)
neutral
240v

Multi-conductor
Cable

Splice box
(J-box)

Non-metalic sheathed cable (Romex)
If allowed in the type of bld.

Micro
inverter

.

Ungrounded
(“hot”) conductors
Terminate at a dbl.
Pole breaker at subPanel or service equip.

(Indicates supports)

+

-

Micro
inverter

(Transparent View)

support track

Micro
inverter

.

Or

-

+

Micro
inverter

..

+

Micro
inverter

..

(Grounding conductors
not shown )

Multi-conductor Cable

-

+

Micro
inverter

..

-

+

Micro
inverter

.

-

+

Micro
inverter

.

To J-box
for transition
wiring
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AC Modules

AC Modules
Micro inverter mounted to a
module at the factory

Is it a true AC module?
Photo courtesy of Westinghouse

NEC 690 definition states that an AC module is: “a complete,
environmentally protected unit consisting of solar cells, optics,
inverter, and other components… designed to generate AC power
when exposed to light.”

Photo courtesy of John Wiles, NM University

Some AC module systems use the frame of the modules as the
support structure and each module is bolted together forming a
continuous bond.

Micro
inverter

.

-

+

Micro
inverter

.

-

+
Micro
inverter

.

-

+
Micro
inverter

.

-

+
Micro
inverter

.

+

(Transparent View)

(Grounding conductors
not shown)

Multi-conductor Cable

To J-box
for transition
wiring

(Indicates supports)

Installation by Scott Call
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Systems With Battery Backup
Grid connected systems with battery backup typically
consists of the following:
 Modules connected in series to form strings (source
circuits).
 A DC combiner box with fuses or breakers to combine
multiple strings together (if needed).
 Charge controller(s) to protect the batteries.
 A combination battery/PV inverter or a detached battery
inverter that is separate from the PV inverter.
 A critical load panel.
 All required disconnects and overcurrent protection
devices (OCPDs).

Grid-Tied PV System With Battery
Backup (example 1)
6 source circuits
(or strings)

-

Comb. Box

OCPD
&
Discon.

Jbox

Battery
charge
controller

OCPD
&
discon.

OCPD
&
discon.

Batteries

Inverter
with autotransfer
switch and
charge
controller

AC OCPD
&
disconnect

AC OCPD
&
disconnect

Critical
load
panel

To existing home
or bld sub-panel
or utility service
Panel.

Loads continue to receive power from
solar array and batteries when utility goes dead.

Example of a battery backup
PV system:

+

-

+

-

+

+

-

+

-

+

Combiner box with breakers or
fuses for each source circuit.

+
Breaker
or
fuse

(1 or more strings of modules)

System Installed by
Ken Gardner Engineering

-

-

Basic layout of a PV system with
battery backup (example 1)

Charge
controller

Breaker Breaker
or
or
fuse
fuse

+

+

.. . . . . . .
Inverter input circuit

PV output
circuit

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

(48v battery bank)

-

12v

Battery
AC
backup
PV Inverter Discon.

OCPD

To tie-inbreaker
at sub-panel
or service box

Inverter
AC output
circuits (120v)

+

To critical load Panel

Listed “PV center” by Outback Power Technologies, Inc.

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.
Picture of charge controller is courtesy of Outback Power Technologies, Inc.
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Sealed 12v “deep cycle” batteries:

Charge Controller For Batteries
 Charge controllers are needed

and required by code to
prevent overcharging of the
batteries (some inverters have
charge controllers built into
them), NEC 690.72.
 They also prevent “deep
discharging” of batteries.
 Controllers can be used to
equalize “flooded” or vented
batteries to extend their life.
 Charge controllers should also
be listed UL 1741.

(Outback Power Technologies, Inc.)

Batteries
“Flooded” (vented) deep cycle batteries

“Sealed” 12v deep-cycle battery
“Sealed” 12v deep-cycle battery

Batteries
 ALL batteries must be installed

in a ventilated area in a
manner to help prevent the
accumulation of hydrogen gas,
NEC 480.9(A).
 Batteries in a dwelling must be
installed so that the live parts
are “guarded to prevent
accidental contact by persons
or objects,” NEC 690.71(B)(2).
 Flooded, vented, lead acid
battery systems of more than
48 volts shall not have the
batteries installed in
conductive cases, NEC
690.71(D).

Ventilated battery enclosure?

(Photo courtesy of Trojan Battery Company)
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Battery System
 Battery banks in

Grid-tie And Battery Backup
Inverter
 Any grid tied inverter must meet UL 1741 and be listed

dwellings are limited to 48
Volts total (four 12v
batteries in series per
string) unless the live
parts of the batteries are
not accessible during
routine battery
maintenance, NEC
690.71(B)(1) exception.

as “utility interactive,” NEC 690.60.

 A battery backup inverter that is utility grid interactive

contains an automatic disconnect switch that stops
providing PV power to the grid when the main electrical
utility goes dead, therefore protecting utility personnel
from backfeed, but continues to provide battery and PV
power to the critical load panel.

Photo courtesy of Ken Gardner Engineering

Critical Load Panel
 A critical load panel is necessary to utilize power from

batteries and a PV system in an event that the utility
power goes dead.
 Typically, existing circuits in the home or building subpanel are disconnected from their breakers, spliced,
and re-routed to the new critical load panel.

Inverters With Charge
Controller Capability
 Most battery backup inverters also act like a charge

controller using utility AC power and converting it back
to DC to keep the batteries charged. When there isn’t
any utility power, a back-up generator or the PV array
can charge the batteries.
 If the PV system is directly connected to the batteries
an additional backup charge controller is required in the
system between the PV array and the batteries for
regulating the battery voltage when the battery inverter
is off or not working, NEC 690.72(A), (B)(1), and (B)(3).
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Diagram of a PV battery backup
system (example 2)

Battery Backup Systems Require
Charge Control!
-

(One or more strings of modules)

-

+

-

+

+

Comb.
Box
(if needed)

Jbox

-

+

-

+

-

+

An auto-transformer
may sometimes be
installed here or here

+

This charge controller is in addition
to the one located within the inverter
Battery
AC
backup
PV Inverter Discon.

Breaker Breaker
or
or
fuse
fuse

Breaker
or
fuse

+

+

.. . . . . . .

-

Inverter input circuit

Charge
controller

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

(48v battery bank)

-

12v

+

Discon.

Service
Panel

To sub-panel
or service box

A charge controller
is internal of
the inverter

OCPD

PV
DC
AC
Discon. Inverter Discon.

DC
Fused
Discon.

To home or blds
regular panel

Grid- Discon.
Tied
Battery
Inverter

Critical
Load
Panel

Batteries

To critical load Panel

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.
Picture of charge controller is courtesy of Outback Power Technologies, Inc.

Grid-tied PV System With Battery
Backup (example 2)
String
(source circuit)
Jbox

Jbox

+

+

Sunny
Boy
(SMA)
Inverter
240v

(source circuit)

-

String

AC Disconnect

240V
AC

String

(source circuit)

Jbox
Disconnect

120V

2014 NEC Battery
System Provisions

DC disconnect

+

-

(PV) inverter
output circuit

(battery) inverter
output circuits

Neutral

.. . . .. . .

Discon.

Inverter input circuit

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

OCPD

Sunny Island
5048

Fused
disconnect

AutoTransformer

120V
AC

240V
Critical
Load Panel

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.
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690.2 Definitions
Multimode Inverter:
 Equipment having the
capabilities of both
the utility-interactive
inverter and the
stand-alone inverter.

480.3(A) Dissimilar Metals
Battery terminals:
 Where connecting dissimilar metals, suitable antioxidant
material must be used.

System installed by Ken Gardner

480.3(C) Battery Terminals
Battery Terminals:
 Battery cables must
be arranged so as to
not put strain on the
terminals of the
batteries.
 Terminal plates must
be used to
interconnect batteries
where it is
practicable.

480.6(A) Battery Disconnecting Means
Disconnecting means:
 A disconnect is required for all ungrounded conductors
of a battery system with a nominal voltage of more than
50 volts.

Photo courtesy of Ken Gardner Engineering
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480.6(D) Battery Signage
Notification:
 Signage must be provided near the batteries in a
conspicuous location.
 The signage must clearly state the battery (system)
nominal voltage, maximum available short-circuit
current of the batteries, and note the date the
calculation was performed.

480.9(A) Battery Ventilation
Ventilation:
 Provisions appropriate to the battery technology shall
be made for sufficient diffusion and ventilation of gases
from the battery, if present, to prevent an explosive
mixture.
 New informational
notes:

480.8(C) Battery Accessibility
Accessibility:
 Where required by the
equipment design, all
battery cell terminals
must be readily
accessible for readings,
inspection, and cleaning.
 Transparent batteries
must have at least one
side readily accessible for
inspection of the internal
components.

480.9(C) Spaces Around Battery
Systems
Working space:
 There must be working space around battery systems
as per NEC 110.26.
 Batteries on racks must have at least a 1” air space
between the batteries and any wall or structure.

Note 1 – NFPA 1, Fire
Code, Chapter 52 for
ventilation considerations
for specific battery
chemistries.
 Note 2 – Some battery
technologies do not
require ventilation.
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480.9(E) Battery Room Doors
Egress:
 For rooms designated as battery rooms, the personnel
door must swing in the direction of egress and be
equipped with listed panic hardware.

480.9(F) Piping In Battery Rooms
Gas piping:
 Gas piping is no longer allowed in dedicated battery
rooms.

Dedicated battery room?

480.9(G) Illumination
Space around battery
systems:
 All working space for
battery systems must
be provided with
illumination.
 The lights cannot be
controlled by
automatic means
only.

690.10(E) Back-Fed Breakers
Breakers To Be Secured in Place:
 All plug-in type breakers that are to be back-fed in
stand-alone or multimode inverter output circuits must
be secured in place as required by NEC 408.36(D).
 Breakers marked “line” and “load” must not be backfed.
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690.71(H) Battery Systems
Disconnects and Overcurrent Protection


Where batteries (storage devices) are located more than 5’ from
the connected equipment, or where the [battery] circuits pass
through a wall or partition, the installation must comply with items 1
through 5:
1. A disconnecting means and overcurrent protection device must
be at the location of the batteries (“storage device end”).
2. Where fused disconnects are used, the line terminals of the
disconnect must be connected toward the batteries (storage
device).
3. The disconnect or OCPD must not be located in the same
enclosure as the batteries (storage device).
4. A second disconnect is required at the connected equipment
location where the battery disconnect is not within sight.
5. When the battery disconnect is not within sight of the connected
equipment, a sign must be provided noting its location.

Battery Disconnect
Fused disconnect

Disconnects

System installed by Intermountain Wind and Solar
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Disconnect and overcurrent protection for
each string (source circuit) @ combiner box

NEC 690.15
 Means to disconnect equipment like inverters, batteries,
and charge controllers from all sources of power
provided to the equipment is required by NEC 690.15.
 If the equipment is energized from more than one
source, the disconnects must be “grouped together and
identified.”

 DC rated breakers can be

used as the required
disconnect and
overcurrent protection for
each PV source circuit
(string) at a combiner box
if rated for the voltage.
 If fuses are used then
disconnects are required
on both sides of each
fuse unless fuses are in a
“touch- safe” holder and
listed as a disconnect,
NEC 690.16.

With dead front

“Touch-safe” fuse holders

“Maintenance” Disconnects
For Inverter(s)
 Disconnects are required

on both the DC and AC
side of the inverter.
 Both the DC and AC
disconnects must be
located next to the
inverter, NEC 690.15.
 Some manufactures may
provide one or both these
disconnects as part of the
inverter or as part of a
listed “PV center.”

“Maintenance” Disconnects

Photo courtesy of Windsine
(windsine.org)

DC disconnects

AC disconnect

“Maintenance” Disconnect
For Batteries
 A disconnect is required

to be able to disconnect
power from the batteries.
 The battery circuit must
have overcurrent
protection and be located
as close to the batteries
as possible, NEC
690.71(C). See also
NEC 240.21(H).

(Trojan Battery Company)

Sunny Boy 7000
DC disconnect
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“Maintenance” Disconnects For
Charge Controllers

“Maintenance” Disconnects For
Micro Inverters

 Disconnects are

 The plug connectors for

required to be able to
cut any sources of
power provided to the
controller, NEC
690.15.
 A switch or circuit
breaker must be
externally operable
and be rated for DC
voltage, NEC 690.17.

Outback Power
Technologies, Inc.

Xantrex
Technologies, Inc.

micro inverters could be
considered as the micro
inverter’s “maintenance”
disconnects if a tool is
required to open the
connector and is listed as
a disconnect, NEC
690.17 (exception), and
690.33.

Enphase M215 and M250 micro inverters
(require tool to open connector)

Enphase M190 and M210
micro inverters
(do not require a tool to open connectors)
Mid-Nite Solar, Inc

2014 NEC – 690.15(C) DC
Combiner Disconnects
DC Combiner Disconnects:
 There must be a disconnect for the output of a DC
combiner box and must be located in the combiner box
or within 6’ of the combiner box.

Main “PV System Disconnect”
 A main “PV system disconnect” is required to allow for

the disconnection of the PV system from the buildings
electrical system, NEC 690.13.
 The first readily accessible DC disconnect is usually
considered as the main “PV system disconnect.” Often,
this is the inverter’s DC “maintenance” disconnect.

Output Disconnect
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“PV System Disconnect”
Continued…

“PV System Disconnect”

 The main “PV system disconnect” is required to be in a

J-box

..

DC circuit
must be ran
in metal conduit
if penetrates or
enters the home
or building.

+
Dc
disconnect

-

Inverter

-

+

-

+

+

-

+

-

AC
disconnect

Or

neutral

readily accessible location either on the outside of the
building or inside nearest the point of entrance of the
system conductors into the building, NEC 690.14 (C)(1).
 The disconnect can be located further inside the
building if all PV DC circuits that penetrate and enter the
building or home are ran in metal conduit or MC cable,
NEC 690.31(E).

240v

The inverter’s DC disconnect
is often considered as the “PV
system disconnect” if it’s located in a
readily accessible location.

Sub-panel
Service panel
(Grounding conductors
not shown)

“PV System Disconnect”

Jbox

Jbox

metal
conduit
or MC cable
DC
Disconnect
(also “PV
System
Disconnect”)

“PV System Disconnect”

To sub-panel
or straight to
service box

Inverter
AC
Disconnect

DC
Disconnect
PV system
disconnect

To sub-panel
or service box

Inverter
AC
Disconnect
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“PV System Disconnect”
(commercial)

“PV System Disconnect”
(DC circuits entering building)

10 strings (source circuits) each
having 13 modules connected in series
DC combiner box to
combine all 10 strings
(source circuits) together
in parallel

DC combiner box to
combine all 10 strings
(source circuits) together
in parallel
PV output circuit
Conductors enter
building

Elect. service
equipment

Service conductors
to utility transformer

AC
disconnect

Inverter DC
disconnect
and also
“PV
System
Disconnect”

Inverter AC
output circuit
terminates at a Inverter
3 pole breaker at
service equipment

PV output circuit

Sign required at service
equipment noting the
location of the “PV
system disconnect”
Circuit ran directly to a
3 pole breaker at service
equipment or re-enter
building and ran to
a breaker at a sub-panel.

Elect.
service
equip.

(all circuits shown are
installed in conduit)

“PV System Disconnect”
Continued…

AC
disconnect

Inverter

Outside disconnect
(if required by utility company)

Service conductors
to utility transformer

DC circuit conductors must
be ran in metal conduit
until first readily accessible
disconnect.
Inverter DC
disconnect
and also
“PV
System
Disconnect”

“PV System Disconnect”
(inverter on roof)

 If the inverter(s) is/are NOT located in a readily

accessible location (like on a roof), then an additional
disconnect on the AC side of the inverter is required at
a readily accessible location and should be located on
the outside of the building or at the nearest point of
entrance of the conductors, NEC 690.14(D).
 This “additional AC disconnect” is in addition to the
“maintenance” AC disconnect located adjacent to the
inverter(s).

DC combiner box to
combine all 10 strings
(source circuits) together
in parallel
PV output circuit
Inverter’s DC
disconnect

Inverter’s AC
disconnect

Inverter

Elect. service
equipment

Service conductors
to utility transformer

“PV system
disconnect”

Inverter AC output circuit
terminates at a 3 pole breaker at
service equipment
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“PV System Disconnect”
(for micro inverter system)

Micro Inverters On The Roof

Micro
inverter

Micro
inverter

Micro
inverter

The tie-in-breaker at the
sub-panel or service box
would be considered as
the “PV system disconnect”
for a micro inverter system.

Jbox

Non-metalic
sheathed
cable
(Romex)
permitted

J-box

neutral
240v

To sub-panel
or service
equipment.

Or

Each module has its
own micro inverter

“PV
System
Disconnect”

Existing
feeders
to service
panel

(Grounding conductors
not shown)

Multiple “PV System Disconnects”

System installed by Wasatch Sun

NEC 690.14(C)(4) and (C)(5):
 There must not be more than 6 switches or circuit
breakers.
 The switches or circuit breakers must be grouped
together in the same location.
 All switches must be readily accessible.

System with 5 “PV system disconnects”
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2014 NEC – 690.17(B) Simultaneous
Opening of Poles

2014 NEC – 690.12 Rapid Shutdown
of PV Systems On Buildings

Opening of Poles:
 The “PV disconnecting means” must simultaneously
disconnect all ungrounded supply conductors.
 This section was added so the disconnecting
requirements for PV system were consistent with those
of 225.17(B) (for feeders).

Rapid Shutdown Of System Requirements
 PV system circuits installed on or inside of any building
must include a “rapid shutdown” function that controls
specific conductors noted in items #1 through #5:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems Cont…

PV system conductors that are more than 5’ inside of a building
or more than 10’ from an array.
The controlled conductors must be limited to not more than 30
volts and 240 volt-amps (watts) within 10 seconds of “rapid
shutdown initiation.”
The power and voltage must be measured between any two
conductors and any conductor to ground.
The system shutdown “initiation methods” must be labeled as
required by 690.56(B).
The equipment that performs the rapid shutdown function must
be listed and identified to do so.

Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems Cont…

Any DC circuits that extend more than 5’ inside of or more than 10’ from the
array must shutdown within 10 seconds of “rapid shutdown initiation.”

DC combiner box

PV output
circuit
Sign required at service
equipment noting: “PHOTOVOLTAIC
SYTEM EQUIPED WITH RAPID
SHUTDOWN” 690.56(C)
Elect.
service
equip.

Service conductors
to utility transformer

Inverter DC
disconnect
AC Inverter
Disconnect

Outside disconnect
(if required by utility company)

“Birdhouse” solar shut-off device by MidNite Solar
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2014 NEC – 690.12 Rapid Shutdown
of PV Systems Signage
Signage requirements for rapid shutdown:
 When buildings or structures are provided with a PV
system complying with 690.12, there must be a
permanent plaque or directory.
 The plaque or directory must state: “PHOTOVOLTAIC
SYSTEM EQUIPPED WITH RAPID SHUTDOWN”
 The plaque or directory must be reflective with all letters
at least 3/8” in height and are capitalized.
 The words must be white on a red background.

Qualified to install PV?
NEC definition of Qualified Person:
 “One who has skills and knowledge related to the
construction and operation of the electrical equipment
and installations and has received safety training to
recognize and avoid the hazards involved.”
 PV systems “shall be installed only by qualified
persons,” NEC 690.4(E).

Wire types and
installation

Wire Types
 For PV DC circuits, USE-

2 or listed “PV” wires
must be used when
exposed to sunlight, NEC
690.31(B).
 If wires ran in conduit
then RHW-2, THWN-2, or
XHHW-2 can be used
(should all be rated
90°C).
 For AC circuits any wire
types allowed by and
installed as per code can
be used.

Photo courtesy of USA Wire and Cable Inc.
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2014 NEC – 690.31(D)
Multiconductor Cable
Multiconductor Cables:
 TC-ER and USE-2 multiconductor cables are permitted
to be used outdoors for PV inverter output circuits
where the inverter(s) are installed in locations that are
not readily accessible.
 The cable must be secured every 6’.
 The cable must contain an equipment grounding wire.

Battery Cables

Fine-Stranded Cable

 Flexible (fine stranded)

cable 2/0 or larger can be
installed between all
batteries and from the
batteries to a nearby
junction box where they
must be connected to an
approved wiring method.
 Such cable shall be listed
for “hard-service use” and
be identified as “moisture
resistant,” NEC
690.74(A).

Welding cable and automobile cable is not a recognized
wiring method In the NEC.
There are USE/RHW and THW fine-stranded cables that
are available for battery use.*
*Info from John Wiles book: PV Power Systems
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Fine Stranded Wires
Conductors more finely stranded than class B or C:
 If fine stranded wires are

used they must have
terminals identified and
listed for such, NEC
690.31(F).
 The connectors must meet
UL 486 A & B
(manufacture listing and
installation info is
required).

ILSCO FE series

Burndy YA series

Wire Protection
 Any DC circuits from modules that enter the home or

building must be ran in metal conduit or be MC cable
until the first readily accessible disconnect is reached,
NEC 690.31(E).
 After first disconnect is reached any wire type allowed
by and installed per code is acceptable (as per NEC).
 However, the International Fire Code requires that any
DC wiring “located within enclosed spaces” in a building
be installed in metal conduit, 2012 IFC 605.11.2.

Burndy YE-P-FX
Pin adapter series
See 2011 NEC 110.14 and Chapter 9, table 10 for more info on fine stranded conductors.

Wiring Within A Building

2014 NEC – 690.31(G)(1) Embedded In
Building Surfaces
Wiring Embedded In Roofing:
 This requirement was moved from 690.4(F) in the 2011
NEC.
 The first half of the paragraph was deleted (routing DC
circuit conductors along structural members within the
building).
 The wiring embedded in roofing material must still be
clearly marked as to their location, unless the wiring is
located directly under PV panels.

DC wires entering the home
or building must be in metal
conduit or be MC cable until
the first readily accessible
disconnect is reached.

Nonmetallic sheathed cable (Romex) can
be left exposed inside a home only with
micro inverter or AC module systems and if
protected from damage (this may also
apply to commercial blds. if nonmetallic
sheathed cable (Romex) is permitted.
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Wire Protection

Wire Protection Continued…
 Any DC circuit

conductors that are
readily accessible
must be installed in
conduit, NEC
690.31(A).
 Any AC circuit wiring
that is not protected
in a manner required
by code shall be
protected.

Unprotected circuit conductors?

Wiring cannot be installed closer than 10” below the roof deck
unless installed directly under modules, per NEC 690.31(E)(1).

Protection Of Wiring Cont…

Strain Relief Fittings

Photo courtesy of Texas Solar Power Co.

Wrong connector

Correct fittings

Wires located in readily accessible locations shall be installed in
raceways (NEC 690.31(A)), or “enclosures or guards” provided to prevent
damage (NEC 110.27(B)).

Wires installed outdoors must
be secured when entering
boxes or equipment with listed
weather proof strain relief
connectors.
SolaDeck box. Photo courtesy of RSTC Enterprises, Inc.
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Marking Of Wiring At Terminations
 All PV source circuits, PV output circuits, and inverter

output circuits must each be individually “identified at all
points of termination, connection, and splices.”
 When wiring from multiple PV systems occupy the
same enclosure, wires from each system shall be
separately grouped, NEC 690.4(B).

Photo courtesy of USA Wire and Cable Inc.

External Identification Of Wiring

External Identification Of DC Wiring

 Wiring methods and enclosures that contain PV source

conductors (DC circuits) must be permanently marked
with the wording “Photovoltaic Power Source” at each
enclosure, every 10 feet on conduit or cables, and each
side of walls or floors that the conduit or cable passes
through.
 The markings must be visible after installation, NEC
690.31(E)(3) and (E)(4).
Install by Intermountain Wind and Solar
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2014 NEC – 690.31(G)(4)
Marking For DC Wiring
DC Circuit Marking and Labeling:
 All DC circuits must be marked with reflective labels
every 10 feet along the length of the circuit.
 The lettering on the labels must be at least 3/8” tall and
be white wording on a red background.

2014 NEC – 310.15(B)(3)(c) Raceways &
Cables Exposed to Sunlight
Table 310.15(B)(3)(c):
 Raceways or cables exposed to sunlight on the roof
must have their allowable ampacity to be adjusted.
 New exception: Type XHHW-2 conductors are not
subject to the this requirement.

2014 NEC – 690.31(C)(2) Cable Tray
Cable Tray For PV DC Wiring:
 Listed “PV type” conductors can be used in cable trays
without requiring to be cable tray rated as long as the
cables are supported every 12” and secured every 4.5’.

2014 NEC – Table 310.15(B)(3)(c)
°C

°F

Directly on roof (0 – ½”)

33

60

Above roof (above ½”)

22

40

Above roof (between 3.5” and 12”)

17

30

Above roof (between 12” and 36”)

14

25

Distance Above Roof to Bottom of
Raceway or Cable:

Type XHHW-2 conductors are
exempt from these temp adders

Temperature added to ambient
temperature to determine the deration
factor in table 310.15(B)(2)(a)
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Example System: 3 Strings of Modules
With 12 Modules Each
String (source circuit)
Jbox

PV System Power

Jbox

+

+

-

DC
fuses
(source circuit)

String

String

(source circuit)
Jbox

+

-

AC disconnect
Inverter AC output
circuit terminates
at a 2 pole breaker
@ sub-panel OR
service box.

Note: NEC refers to string circuits as source circuits.

Module Specification Sheet

240v
neutral

-

+

Comb. box with
fuses for each
ungrounded (“hot”)
conductors

Sunny Boy
7000
Inverter
240v

Inverter AC
output circuit
(240v)

DC
disconnect

PV
output
circuit

String Voltage And Amperage

*
(Watts)

(Volts)

(Amps)

(Open circuit (Short Circuit
Voltage)
Current)
+

Each module is rated: Voc= 37.6v, Isc= 8.45 amps

-

Voltage from each module is added together:
We must take the open circuit voltage (Voc) of each module and
add them all together. Note: see cold temp voltage slides also.
Each module is rated up to 37.6 volts (Voc) at 77°F.
37.6 x 12= 451.2 volts (Voc)

*Always use STC ratings (Standard Testing Conditions)

Amperage from each module stays the same for whole string:
Each module is rated up to 8.45 amps of short circuit current (Isc).
Total string Isc amps stays at 8.45 amps.
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Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) and Short Circuit
Current (Isc) at 77°F

Cold Temperature Voltage
 The colder a PV module gets the more voltage it

8.45 amps (Isc)
451.2 volts (Voc)

+

Cold Temperature Voltage Cont…
 Take the total open circuit voltage (Voc) of the string

and multiply it by the factor from NEC table 690.7 based
on the coldest possible outside temperature.
Note: Manufactures data can also be used to calculate open
circuit voltage (Voc) and should be used when installing other
than monocrystalline and polycrystalline modules.

produces, therefore it’s important to figure the maximum
voltage possible at the coldest outside temperature
expected.
 The total voltage of a residential system cannot exceed
600 volts, NEC 690.7(C).
 The total voltage of any PV or battery system cannot
exceed the rating of any conductors, devices, and
equipment, NEC 110.3 and 110.4.

NEC Table 690.7
Coldest expected
temperature (°C)
24 to 20
19 to 15
14 to 10
9 to 5
4 to 0
-1 to -5
-6 to -10
-11 to -15
-16 to -20
-21 to -25
-26 to -30
-31 to -35
-36 to -40

Factor
(multiply by
modules Voc)
1.02
1.04
1.06
1.08
1.10
1.12
1.14
1.16
1.18
1.20
1.21
1.23
1.25

Coldest expected
temperature (°F)
76 to 68
67 to 59
58 to 50
49 to 41
40 to 32
31 to 23
22 to 14
13 to 5
4 to -4
-5 to -13
-14 to -22
-23 to -31
-32 to -40
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Cold Temperature Voc
 We figured that our string of 12 modules could

potentially produce a total open circuit voltage (Voc) of
451.2 volts at 77°F.
 If we figure that the coldest it could get outside is -13°F,
then the factor we use is 1.20.

451.2 x 1.20= 541.44 volts (Voc)

Voltage Limits Of Equipment

Voltage Limits Of Equipment
And Devices
 It is important that the voltage does not exceed the

rated voltage of all equipment, wires, disconnects, and
overcurrent devices.
 DC breakers are typically only rated up to 150V DC.
 Some common class R fuses may say 600V on them
but small print says only 300V for DC.
 Disconnects and DC breakers operating with voltages
above 150V may require that the DC circuit passes
through the blades twice. Follow disconnect
manufacture’s requirements for DC use.

Example System
541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

String (source circuit)
Jbox

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)
Jbox

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

+

+

-

String

String

(source circuit)
Jbox

+

-

AC disconnect
Inverter AC output
circuit terminates
at a 2 pole breaker
@ sub-panel OR
service box.

DC
fuses
(source circuit)

240v
neutral

Inverter AC
output circuit
(240v)

-

+

Comb. box with
fuses for each
ungrounded (“hot”)
conductors

Sunny Boy
7000
Inverter
240v
DC
disconnect

PV
output
circuit
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2014 NEC – 690.7(C)
System Voltage
Maximum PV System Voltage:
 The system voltage threshold was increased from 600
volts to 1,000 volts.
 The maximum voltage allowed for dwellings is still 600
volts.
 The “High Voltage Task Group” was appointed by the
NEC Technical Correlating Committee to investigate the
effects of increasing the voltage threshold throughout
the NEC.

Conductor and
Overcurrent Protection
Device Sizing

 The Task Group agreed “the

increase in voltage had minimal
or no impact to the system
installation.”

String (Source Circuit) conductor
and OCPD sizing
 The maximum current on the Source Circuit shall be the

modules’ rated short circuit current (Isc) multiplied by
125%, NEC 690.8(A)(1).
 Since PV systems can produce power longer than 3
hours (continuous currents) the maximum current
figured from 690.8(A)(1) must be increased again by
125% to size the conductors and overcurrent protection
device (OCPD), NEC 690.8(B)(1) and (B)(2).

String (Source Circuit) conductor and
OCPD sizing example
 If the rated short circuit current (Isc) on a string is 8.45

amps; to figure the maximum current on that string per
NEC 690.8(A)(1), we multiply 8.45 by 125% and we get
10.56 amps.
 To size the string conductors (Source Circuit
conductors) and OCPD, we take 10.56 and multiply it
again by 125% and we get 13.2 amps.
 We use 13.2 amps to size our conductors (if no
ampacity correction or adjustments are required) and to
size the string’s (source circuit’s) OCPD. 13.2 does not
correspond with a standard fuse or breaker size so the
next size up would be a 15 amp fuse or breaker, NEC
240.4(B).
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PV Output Circuit conductor
and OCPD sizing
 To find the maximum current for the PV Output Circuit

we simply take all the strings (Source Circuits)
maximum currents figured from NEC 690.8(A)(1) and
add them all together, NEC 690.8(A)(2).
 To size the conductor and overcurrent protection device
(OCPD): After all Source Circuit’s maximum currents
are added together, take the total figured amps and
multiply by 125%, NEC 690.8(B)(1) and (B)(2).

Inverter AC Output Circuit conductor
and OCPD sizing
 The rated AC output current from the inverter shall be

considered the maximum current figured from NEC
690.8(A)(3).
 To size the inverter’s AC Output Circuit conductors and
OCPD, take the inverter’s rated output current and
multiply it by 125%, NEC 690.8 (B)(1) and (B)(2).

PV Output Circuit conductor and
OCPD sizing example
 Example: We figured that our string (Source Circuit)

maximum current is 10.56 amps (8.45 x 1.25= 10.56).

 If we have 3 strings combining together at a combiner

box then the maximum current flowing on the PV output
circuit conductors would be 31.68 amps (3 x 10.56=
31.68).
 To size our conductors and OCPD, we take 31.68 and
multiply it by 125% and we get 39.6 amps. We size our
conductors off of 39.6 amps (if no ampacity adjustments
or correction is required). As for the OCPD size, 39.6A
does not correspond with a standard fuse or breaker
size and the next size up breaker or fuse would be 40
amps.

Inverter’s AC Output Circuit conductors
and OCPD sizing example
 If the rated output of the inverter is 29 amps, we multiply

it by 125% and get 36.25 amps.

 We use 36.25 amps to size the conductors (if not

ampacity adjustment or correction is needed).

 For sizing the OCPD, 36.25 amps does not correspond

with a standard fuse or breaker size and the next size
up would be 40 amps.
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Example System
541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

1. Max current

String (source circuit)
Jbox

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)
Jbox

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

+

+

-

DC
fuses
(source circuit)

String

String

(source circuit)
Jbox

+

-

AC disconnect
Inverter AC output
circuit terminates
at a 2 pole breaker
@ sub-panel OR
service box.

Wire And Breaker or Fuse Sizing

240v
neutral

Inverter AC
output circuit
(240v)

-

+

DC
disconnect

NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

Source
circuit
String circuit
(source
(string)circuit)
PV output
Circuit
(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter AC
output circuit

PV
output
circuit

(string Isc x 125%)

NEC 690.8(B)

____ x 1.25= ____A

(string max current x
125% again)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(each strings’ max current
combined together)
_____ x (# of strings)=
_____A

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(inverter max output)
____amps

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Module STC Specifications

2. Breaker or
fuse size
NEC 690.8(B)

(string Isc x 125%)
(string Isc x 125%)

____
____ xx 1.25=
1.25= ____A
____A

(string max
max current
current xx
(string
125% again)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(each strings’ max current
combined together)
_____ x (# of strings)=
_____A

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(inverter max output)
____amps

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

PV output
Circuit
Inverter AC
output circuit

Wire And Breaker or Fuse Sizing
1. Max current

(source circuit)

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Comb. box with
fuses for each
ungrounded (“hot”)
conductors

Sunny Boy
7000
Inverter
240v

String circuit

2. Breaker or
fuse size

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Wire And Breaker or Fuse Sizing
1. Max current

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc x 125%)
(string Isc x 125%)
____
8.45 x
10.56
____
x 1.25=
1.25= ____A
____A

(string max
max current
current xx
(string
125% again)
10.56
13.2
_____ x 1.25= _____A

String circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)
_____ x (# of strings)=
_____A

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

PV
PV output
output
Circuit

(inverter max output)
____amps

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A

Inverter AC
output circuit

NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String
Sourcecircuit
circuit
(source circuit)
(string)
PV output
Circuit
(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter AC
output circuit

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

(string Isc x 125%)

(source circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

PV output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter
AC
Inverter AC
output
output circuit
circuit

10.56
_____ x 3 (# of strings)=
_____A
31.68
(inverter max output)
____amps
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

NEC 690.8(B)

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Wire And Breaker or Fuse Sizing

String circuit

Wire And Breaker or Fuse Sizing

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(source circuit)

(circuit between combiner
boxand
andinverter)
inverter)
box

(string Isc x 125%)

____
8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56

2. Breaker or
fuse size
NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____ x 1.25= _____A
10.56
13.2

(all combined
strings
max (Total
combined
strings
(Total
combined
(each
strings’ max
current
current
from together)
above line)
max current
x 125%)
strings’
max current
x
combined
_____
3 (#
of strings)=
10.56xx#of
____
strings=
____A _____ x 125%)
1.25= _____A
_____
_____A
31.68
31.68 x 1.25= _____A
39.6
(inverter max output)
____amps
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Inverter Manufacture
Specification Sheet

NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2
(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
31.68 x 1.25= _____A
39.6
(inverter max
max output
output xx
(inverter
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Wire And Breaker or Fuse Sizing
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String circuit

(string Isc x 125%)

(source circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

PV output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

10.56
_____ x 3 (# of strings)=
_____A
31.68

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter
AC
Inverter AC
output
output circuit
circuit

(inverter max output)
____amps
29
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

Wire Ampacity Deration Needed?

2. Breaker or
fuse size

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

String circuit
(source circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
31.68 x 1.25= _____A
39.6

PV output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

(inverter max
max output
output xx
(inverter
125%)
___x
29 1.25= _____A
36.25

Inverter
AC
Inverter AC
output
output circuit
circuit

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Table 310.15(B)(3)(a) – Adjustment Factors For More
Than 3 Current Carrying Conductors in A Raceway
Number of Current-Carrying
Conductors in a Raceway

Factor Used to Adjust Ampacity
of Conductors

4-6

.80

7-9

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(string Isc x 125%)

10.56
_____ x 3 (# of strings)=
_____A
31.68
(inverter max output)
____amps
29
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors, NEC 690.8(B)(2).

2. Breaker or
fuse size
NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2
(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
31.68 x 1.25= _____A
39.6
(inverter max
max output
output xx
(inverter
125%)
___x
29 1.25= _____A
36.25
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) – Temperature Adder For
Raceways Exposed To Sunlight On The Roof
°C

°F

Directly on roof (0 – ½”)

33

60

.70

Above roof (above ½”)

22

40

10-20

.50

Above roof (between 3.5” and 12”)

17

30

21-30

.45

Above roof (between 12” and 36”)

14

25

31-40

.40

41+

.35

Distance Above Roof to Bottom of
Raceway or Cable:

Temperature added to outside ambient
temperature to determine the deration
factor in table 310.15(B)(2)(a)
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Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) – Ambient
Temperature Correction

Simplified Sizing Table

Temperature Rating Of Conductors

60°C

75°C

90°C

.91

.94

.96

87-95

.82

.88

.91

96-104

.71

.82

.87

105-113

.58

.75

.82

114-122

.41

.67

.76

123-131

--

.58

.71

132-140

--

.47

.65

141-149

--

.33

.58

150-158

--

--

.50

159-167

--

--

.41

168-176

--

--

.29

177-185

Ambient Temp. °F

NEC 690.8(A) and (B)
Source
Circuit
(string)

(module Isc amps x 1.56)
8.45 A x 1.56= 13.18 A

PV Output
Circuit

(total amps from line 1 multiplied by the # of strings being
combined together)

Inverter AC
Output
Circuit

(inverter Max continuous AC amps x 1.25)
29 A x 1.25= 36.25 A

13.18 A x 3 (strings)= 39.54 A

(only use this table if wire ampacity adjustments or corrections is not needed)

Use factors from these columns to correct the ampacity of the conductors.

2014 NEC – 690.9 Overcurrent
Protection

Example System Conductor
And OCPD Sizes
541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)
+

-

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

Source circuits
# 12 AWG

15A
DC
fuses

+

-

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

+

PV fed 40
amp dbl. pole
breaker
located at
end of panel’s
bus bars
200 amp rated sub-

panel fed from a
200 amp main breaker
at service box.

Inverter’s
AC disconnect
240v
neutral

Inverter AC
output circuit
# 8 AWG

-

+

DC
combiner
box

Sunny Boy
7000
Inverter
240v
Inverter’s
DC disconnect

690.9(A) – Circuits and Equipment:
 Clarification added on where to locate overcurrent
protection:
 Circuits, either AC or DC, connected to current-limited
supplies (like PV modules or AC outputs of utilityinteractive inverters), and also connected to sources
that have significantly higher current availability (like
parallel strings of modules or utility power), shall be
protected at the [non-limited] source from
overcurrent.

PV
output
Circuit
# 8 AWG
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Combining Multiple Inverter
AC Output Circuits

AC Combiner Panel
(if needed)

Sunny Boy
3000
1 or more
strings (source
circuits) in.

13A x 1.25= 16.25A
Next size bkr= 20A
13A, 240v
cont.output

1 or more
strings (source
circuits) in.

13A x 1.25= 16.25A
Sunny Boy Next size bkr= 20A
3000

1 or more
strings (source
circuits) in.

13A, 240v
cont.output

16.25 + 16.25= 32.5A
Conductors sized per 32.5A
(if no derations needed)
Next size up breaker= 35A

..

(bld. sub-panel
or service box)
Main
breaker

20A

13A, 240v
Sunny Boy cont.output
3000
1 or more
strings (source
circuits) in.

13 x 1.25= 16.25A
Next size bkr= 20A

35A

PV Tie-in-breaker

Dedicated Inverter AC Output
combiner panel

13A x 1.25= 16.25A
Next size bkr= 20A

20A

240v

To a 35A tiein-breaker
at service box
or sub-panel.

Conductors sized
per 32.5A
(if no ampacity
derations needed)

Dedicated Inverter AC Output
combiner panel

Combining Multiple Micro
Inverter Output Circuits

13 micro inverters
on a circuit

14.3 + 14.3 + 11= 39.6A
Next size up breaker= 40A
240v

.88 x 13= 11.44 x 1.25= 14.3A
Next size up breaker= 15A

13 micro inverters
on a circuit

20A

35A

20A
13A, 240v
Sunny Boy cont.output
3000

Combining Multiple Inverter
AC Output Circuits (alternate example)

16.25 + 16.25= 32.5A
Next size up breaker= 35A

15A
240v

.88 x 13= 11.44 x 1.25= 14.3A
Next size up breaker= 15A

10 micro inverters
on a circuit

40A

15A
15A

240v

To 40A tiein-breaker
at service box
or sub-panel.

Conductors sized
per 39.6A
(if no ampacity
derations needed)

240v

.88 x 10= 8.8 x 1.25= 11A
Next size up breaker= 15A

Dedicated Inverter AC Output
combiner panel
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Combining Multiple Micro Inverter
Output Circuits (alternate example)
14.3 + 14.3 + 11= 39.6A
Next size up breaker= 40A
Conductors sized per 39.6A
(if no ampacity derations needed)
13 micro inverters
on a circuit

240v

.88 x 13= 11.44 x 1.25= 14.3A
Next size up breaker= 15A

13 micro inverters
on a circuit

Main
breaker

15A
240v

.88 x 13= 11.44 x 1.25= 14.3A
Next size up breaker= 15A

10 micro inverters
on a circuit

..

(bld. sub-panel
or service box)

240v

.88 x 10= 8.8 x 1.25= 11A
Next size up breaker= 15A

Point Of
Interconnection
(Based On 2014 NEC)

15A

40A

15A

PV Tie-in-breaker

Dedicated Inverter AC Output
combiner panel

Point Of Interconnection
Connecting The PV System To The Bld’s Elect. System:
 There are 2 general places a PV system can potentially
connect to a building’s electrical system:
 On the supply side (utility side) of the building’s main
service disconnect.
 On the load side (bld. side) of the building’s main
service disconnect.

Supply Side Connection (utility side of
the main service disconnect)
 If a supply side connection is going to be performed in

order to tie the PV system in with the building’s
electrical system, the rating of the PV tie-in-breaker
cannot exceed the rating of the service panel’s bus bars
or the rating of the building’s service conductors, NEC
705.12(A).
 Breaker type and rating must be as per the panelboard
manufacture’s requirements.
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Supply side connection continued…
Supply side

Supply side

Any PV breaker added to this
panel must not exceed the rating
of the bus bars or the rating of the
service conductors.

200 amp service- 4/0 wire

Load side
Load side

For example: If this panel’s busbars
are rated for 200 amps, and the busbar manufacture requirements allowed
a 200 amp breaker to be connected to it,
then the largest the PV backfed breaker
could be is 200 amps.

Supply Side Of Main Service Disconnect
(for large service equipment)
Service Equipment

Supply Side Connection

480V Service Equipment
1,000A
Main

Existing
Load
Breaker

Service
conductors

Existing
Load
Breaker

PV
Backfed
Breaker

Each breaker shown would be
considered a Main Service Disconnect
(maximum of 6 allowed)

The PV backfed breaker could be as large as the rating of the
service conductors IF the service equipment manufacture’s listing
allows that size of breaker to be connected at the breaker slot.

Existing
load
breaker

Existing
load
breaker

Overcurrent
protection
of conductors
Is required
as close as
possible to
Inverter AC
service
Output circuit
connection (neutrals and grounding
conductors not shown)

600A

Inverter

AC
out

Sometimes the PV system may have to be connected to the supply side (utility side)
of the building’s main service disconnect (if installed as per listing of service equipment
and approved by utility company).
The PV breaker must be located as close as possible to the tap connection.
Service (or supply side) connections are allowed as per NEC 705.12(A) and 230.82(6).
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2014 NEC – 705.31 – Location of
Overcurrent Protection
Supply-Side Connections (per 705.12(A))
 When connecting to the supply-side of a service
disconnecting means, there must be overcurrent
protection for the power production source conductors
within 10 feet of where the conductors connect to the
service.


Exception: Where the required OCPD is
located more than 10 feet from the
connection to the service, cable limiters or
current-limited circuit breakers for each
ungrounded conductor must be installed at
the point where the conductors connect to
the service.

Supply Side Connection – Location
Of Overcurrent Protection
480V Service Equipment
1,000A
Main

Existing
load
breaker

Existing
load
breaker

Inverter
Inverter AC
Output circuit
(neutrals and grounding
conductors not shown)

600A

AC
out

If the Inverter AC Output Circuit OCPD cannot be located within 10’ of where
The conductors connect to the service, then cable limiters must be installed at
The connection to the service, per 2014 NEC 705.31 (exception).
Cooper Bussman
cable limiter

Ferraz Shawmut
cable limiters

Load Side Connections – 705.12(D)
 Load side connections occur on the building’s side of

the main electrical service disconnect(s).
 705.12(D) has been cause for much confusion in the
past.
 Section 705.12(D) in the 2014 NEC contains significant
changes and has been revamped to help clarify how
proper connections are to be made.

705.12(D)(1) Dedicated Overcurrent
Protection and Disconnect
 The source interconnection of one or more inverters

installed in one system must be made at a dedicated
circuit breaker or fusible disconnecting means.
Sunny Boy
(SMA)

1 or more
strings (source
circuits) in.

..

(bld. sub-panel
or service box)
Main
breaker

20A
20A

40A

Sunny Boy
(SMA)

1 or more
strings (source
circuits) in.

Inverter AC Output
combiner panel required

Single “dedicated”
tie-in PV breaker
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705.12(D)(2) Bus or Conductor
Amp Rating
Bus or Conductor Calculations:
 125% of the inverter(s) output current (amps) is to be
used when determining the ampacity calculations of
705.12(D)(2) items #1 through #3.

705.12(D)(2) #1 – Feeders
Feeders
 When the inverter AC output connection is made to a
feeder at a location other than the opposite end of the
feeder from the primary source overcurrent device, the
portion of feeder on the load side of the inverter output
connection must be protected by “a” or “b”:

Example:
29 amps × 1.25 = 36.25 amps

705.12(D)(2) #1 (Feeders)
continued…

What if the PV connection IS made at the
opposite end of the feeder?
2/0 aluminum wire

150 amp breaker

..

 If the PV connection to a feeder is not at the opposite

end of the feeder, the feeder ampacity on the load side
of the PV connection must be as per “a” or “b”:

a)

a)

The feeder ampacity must not be less than the sum of the
primary source OCPD and 125% of the inverter(s) output
current.
OR
An overcurrent device on the load side of the inverter AC output
connection must be rated not greater than the ampacity of the
feeder.

40 amp PV breaker

Does section 705.12(D) in the 2014 NEC address
the feeder conductor ampacity in this example???
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Sizing Feeders – Example For Option “a”

Feeders – Another Example For Option
“a”

Option “a”: The feeder must have an ampacity of the sum of the primary source OCPD
and the inverter output x 1.25:

Option “a”: The feeder must have an ampacity of the sum of the primary source OCPD
and the inverter output x 1.25:

2/0 aluminum

2/0 aluminum

From PV inverter

..

150A main

2/0 aluminum wire

PV disconnect box
With 40 amp PV
breaker

40A

..

150 amp breaker
40A PV breaker
(Inverter output x 1.25)

150 breaker + 36.25A for PV = 186.25 amps
The feeder from the 1st panel to the 2nd must be increased in size.

Sizing Feeders – Example For Option “b”
Option “b”: An OCPD on the load side of the inverter connection must be rated not
greater than the ampacity of the feeder.
Feeder – 2/0 aluminum

..

150A main

Feeder – #2 copper

..

(Inverter output x 1.25)

150A + 36.25A= 186.25 amps – 2/0 aluminum is too small!

Feeders – Another Example For
Option “b”
Option “b”: An OCPD on the load side of the inverter connection must be rated not
greater than the ampacity of the feeder.
From PV inverter

2/0 aluminum wire

PV disconnect box
With 40 amp PV
breaker
New 150A
OCPD

40A

150A

..

100A breaker
150 amp breaker
40A PV breaker

Are each set of feeders protected as per 705.12(D)(2)?

The section of feeders between the two 150A breakers may still
need to be sized per: 150A + 36.25A= 186.25 amps
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705.12(D)(2) #2 – Taps
Feeder Taps
 Where inverter AC output circuits tap feeder
conductors, the taps must have an ampacity of at least
125% of the inverter output current plus the rating of the
OCPD that is protecting the feeder.
 The requirements of section 240.21(B) (tap rules) must
also be complied with.

705.12(D)(2) #2 (Taps) continued…
From PV inverter
PV disconnect box
With 40 amp PV
breaker

..

40A

Taps
150 amp breaker

Strict reading of this requirement suggests that
the taps must be sized per 150A + 36.25A= 186.25 amps!! Huh???
The taps ampacity must also be as per NEC 240.21(B).

705.12(D)(2) #3 – Busbars
Busbars
 705.12(D)(2)(3)
methods a, b, c, or d
under this section
must be used for
determining the
ratings of panelboard
busbars.

Busbars – Example For Method “a”
a) The busbars in a panel must be rated for at least the

sum of the rating of the OCPD protecting the busbar
and the inverter(s) current rating x 125%.
4/0 aluminum wire

200 amp breaker

..

40 amp PV breaker
(Inverter output x 1.25)

200A + 36.25A = 236.25A
The panel’s busbar rating
is exceeded!

200A rated panel
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705.12(D)(2) #3, method “b”

Busbars – Example For Method “b”

b) Where two sources, one a utility and the other an

inverter, are located at opposite ends of a busbar that
also feeds other loads, the sum of the rating of the
OCPD protecting the busbar and the inverter(s) current
rating x 125% cannot exceed 120% of the rating of the
busbar.
The busbars must already be sized for the connected loads as
per Article 220 in the NEC.
A sign must be provided next to the backfed PV breaker stating:
“WARNING: INVERTER OUTPUT CONNECTION, DO NOT
RELOCATE THIS OVERCURRENT DEVICE”




4/0 aluminum wire

..

200 amp breaker

OK
40 amp PV breaker
200A rated panel

(Inverter output x 1.25)

200A + 36.25 = 236.25A
200A rated panel × 120% = up to 240 amps allowed

705.12(D)(2) #3, method “c”

Busbars – Example For Method “c”

c) The sum of the ampere ratings of all breakers (OCPDs)

on panelboards, including load and supply breakers
(except the main breaker protecting the panel), must not
exceed the rating of the panels busbars.

The rating of the main breaker protecting the panel must not
exceed the rating of the busbars.
 Permanent warning label must be applied to the panel (at the
distribution equipment) with the words: “WARNING: THIS
EQUIPMENT IS FED BY MULTIPLE SOURCES. TOTAL
RATINGS OF ALL OVERCURRENT DEVICES, EXCLUDING
MAIN SUPPLY OVERCURRENT DEVICE, SHALL NOT
EXCEED THE AMPACITY OF THE BUSBAR.”


4/0 aluminum wire
The main breaker protecting the panel
does not need to be included, but still
must not be larger than the rating of the
panel.

200 amp breaker

..

OK
40 amp PV breaker
200A rated panel

Ok to add all the ratings of all breakers at a panel as long as the total
ampacity ratings do not exceed the rating of the panels busbars.
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Service Panel (load side
connections)

Load Side Of Main Service Disconnect
(for large service equipment)
Service Equipment
Main
Service
Breaker

Equipment
Bus Bars

Existing
Load
Breaker

Existing
Load
Breaker

PV
Backfed
Breaker

Service
conductors

The main service breaker rating plus the rating of the PV backfed
breaker cannot exceed 120% of the rating of the bus bars IF the PV
backfed breaker can be located at the very end of the bus bars.

705.12(D)(2) #3, method “d”

Center-Fed and Multiple-Ampacity
Busbars (Residential)

d) Connections are permitted to be made to multiple-

ampacity busbars or center-fed panelboards where
designed under engineering supervision that includes
fault studies and busbar load calculations.
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Back-fed Equipment

Example Of Center-Fed Equipment:

A PV system effects all equipment and conductors that are backfed by the
PV system all the way back to the service equipment. NEC 705.12(D)
applies to all equipment and conductors being backfed on the load side of
main service disconnect.

480V service equipment
600A
Main
OCPD

OCPD

OCPD

Main
Service
Disconnect

OCPD

OCPD

Service entrance conductors
from electric Utility

480/208
Transformer

400A

...

OCPD
175A

200A

100A

From
Inverter

PV tie-in
breaker

Grounding and Bonding of
Equipment

Grounding and
Bonding

Equipment to be grounded:
 The metal parts of all modules, support rails, elect.
boxes, and other equipment associated with the PV
system must be bonded together and grounded
(connected to an equipment grounding conductor), NEC
690.43(A) & (B).
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Bonding of Modules to Supports
(Snap-N-Rack
PV Mounting systems)

(Wiley Electric/Burndy)

 “Devices listed and

identified for
grounding the metallic
frames of PV modules
or other equipment
shall be permitted to
bond exposed metal
surfaces or other
equipment to
mounting structures,
NEC 690.43(C).

Bonding Modules To Supports
Continued…

Unirac

WEEB DMC

Photo courtesy of Unirac

(Wiley Electric/Burndy)

WEEB Washer
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Bonding Metal Parts To The Equipment
Grounding Conductor (EGC)

Bonding Support Rails

= WEEB washer

.

WEEBL 6.7 assembly

Equipment
Grounding
Conductor
(EGC)

.
J
Box

Bonding Separate Sections
Of Support Rails

This slide is courtesy of Wiley Electric/Burndy

(Wiley Electric/Burndy)

Note: Rails or other mounting structures that are used for grounding
purposes shall be identified as equipment grounding conductors or shall
have identified bonding jumpers or devices connected between the
separate sections of rails, NEC 690.43(C).

Bonding Separate Sections
Of Support Rails Continued…

System installed by Ken Gardner
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Listed “Lay-In” Lugs For Bonding
Rails Or Modules
 Module manufacture

WEEBL 6.7

Burndy
CL50-1TN

(Wiley Electric/Burndy)

ILSCO
GBL-4DB
(copper)

Lay-In Lugs

ILSCO
GBL-4DBT
(tin plated)

should provide
instructions on how to
properly ground their
modules and specify the
hardware that should be
used.
 There are VERY few
listed lay-in lugs that are
approved to be installed
in direct contact with
aluminum AND be
installed outdoors.

Improper lay-in lug exposed outdoors

Burndy BGBL-4 lay in lugs look
similar to a CL50-1TN lug but are
not listed to be used outdoors
and will corrode.

Bonding Supports And Modules

Equipment
Grounding
Conductor
(EGC)

J
Box
Photo courtesy of John Wiles and New Mexico State University

If WEEB washers or other listed bonding devices are not used, each
module and each rail must be connected to the equipment grounding
conductor.
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Bonding With “Lay-In” Lugs

Improper Bonding

 If each module is

going to be
individually grounded
with a listed lay-in
lug, the lug can only
be attached to the
designated point on
the module indicated
by the manufacture,
UL 1703.

Photo courtesy of John Wiles and New Mexico State University

Improper Bonding

Grounding Electrode
 All PV systems are required to be connected to a

grounding electrode, NEC 690.47(A), (B), or (C).

Conductor not listed as
sunlight-resistant

 Both the DC and AC grounding systems must each be

connected to a grounding electrode, NEC 690.47(C).

 If multiple grounding electrodes are present at the

building, they must be bonded together to create a
grounding electrode system, NEC 690.47(C) and
250.50.

No lock washers or WEEB clip
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Equipment Grounding Conductor VS.
Grounding Electrode Conductor
EGC vs. GEC For PV Systems:
 Equipment grounding conductor (EGC): the wires used
to bond all metal parts of modules, support racks,
electrical boxes, and equipment to try and create a low
resistance path to help the DC GFI device detect a fault.
 Grounding electrode conductor (GEC): the wire used to
help stabilize voltage and also to help create a low
resistance path for lightning induced currents to get to
the earth.


Negative To Ground Bonding Point*
 On the DC side of the inverter the negative to ground

bonding point (for grounded systems) must be made at
only 1 point on the PV output circuit. This connection
will usually already be provided by the inverter internal
of its DC GFI protection device, NEC 690.42.
 On the AC side of the inverter the neutral to ground
point must be made only at the building’s utility service
box. NEC 690.47(A) -see also informational note #2
under 690.47(C).

This wire originates at the negative to ground connection point*
(which is usually located on or inside of the PV inverter at the GFI
device) and extends to the building’s grounding electrode (for
grounded systems).
*Note: If the positive is grounded instead of the negative then
this point will be the positive to ground connection point.

*Note: If the positive is grounded instead of the negative then
this point will be the positive to ground connection point.

What About “Ungrounded” Systems?
Ground fault protection must be listed for PV systems
DC circuit

Inverter
Internal
components

ungrounded conductor

AC circuit

(# of ungrounded
conductors may
vary depending
on the inverter)

ungrounded conductor
DC Ground
Fault Protection

DC Equipment grounding conductor

Grounding electrode conductor
may not be required by manufacture

AC Equipment
Grounding
Conductor

(follow manufactures specs for transformerless inverters)

Fronius 10.0 inverter

To bld. grounding electrode
(like a Ufer or ground rod, ect.)
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Equipment Grounding Conductor
(EGC) Sizing

Grounding Electrode Conductor
(GEC) Sizing

Equipment grounding conductor (EGC) size:
 The size of the EGC is according to table 250.122 in the
NEC based on the fuse or breaker rating protecting that
particular circuit.
 Where no fuse or breaker is used in a circuit, an
assumed fuse or breaker rating (based on 690.8(B)(1))
shall be used, NEC 690.45(A).

DC Grounding electrode conductor size:
 This wire is sized per NEC 250.166 for DC circuits and
must be at least as big as the largest DC conductor
supplying the inverter, but no smaller than #8 AWG
copper (for grounded systems). See NEC
690.47(C)(1)-(C)(3).
 Exception: The conductor is not required to be larger
than #6 AWG if connecting to a ground rod, or #4 AWG
if connecting to a Ufer ground, NEC 250.166(C) and
(D).

2014 NEC – 250.166 DC Grounding
Electrode Conductor

Shown: DC and AC systems each using
separate grounding electrodes - 690.47(C)(1)

New GEC allowance:
 The DC grounding
electrode conductor
does not have to be
larger than 3/0 copper
or 250 kcmil
aluminum.

J-box

..

+

-

-

+

String
(source circuit)

-

+

Sub-panel

-

+

-

Sub-Panel
Feeder (SER) Service panel

neutral

Inverter
with 240v
output

New DC
grounding
electrode

+

Inverter
AC output
circuit

240v

AC GEC
(existing)

DC GEC
Grounding electrode bonding jumper wire
bonding all electrodes together

Existing AC
grounding
electrode
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Both DC and AC systems using same
grounding electrode - 690.47(C)(2)

Combined Use Ground Wires

J-box

..

+

-

+

-

+

-

Inverter
AC output
circuit

String
(source circuit)

+

-

+

-

Sub-Panel
Feeder (SER) Service panel

Sub-panel
neutral

Inverter
with 240v
output

240v

AC GEC
(existing)
Existing AC
grounding
electrode

DC Grounding Electrode Conductor (GEC)

Same wire used as both the AC EGC and
grounding electrode conductor - 690.47(C)(3)

J-box

..

Combined EGC and GEC:
 A single conductor can be used as both the equipment
grounding conductor (EGC) and the grounding
electrode conductor (GEC) if the larger required size of
the two is used (for grounded systems), NEC
690.47(C)(3).
 This will require using at least an #8 AWG or larger
copper conductor (for grounded systems).
 The grounding electrode conductor must be installed
per NEC 250.64(E)!

Same wire used as both the AC EGC and
grounding electrode conductor - 690.47(C)(3)

J-box
+

-

String
(source circuit)
Inverter
with 240v
output

+

-

+

-

Inverter
AC output
circuit

+

Sub-panel

-

+

..

-

Sub-Panel
Feeder (SER) Service panel

AC equipment grounding conductor (EGC) also used as
DC Grounding Electrode Conductor (GEC) – Minimum of
#8 AWG (for grounded systems)

-

String
(source circuit)

neutral

240v

+

AC GEC
also used
as DC GEC

Existing AC
grounding
electrode

Inverter
with 240v
output

+

-

+

-

Inverter
AC output
circuit

+

-

+

Service panel

neutral

240v

AC equipment grounding conductor (EGC) also used as
DC Grounding Electrode Conductor (GEC) – Minimum of
#8 AWG (for grounded systems)

AC GEC
also used
as DC GEC

Existing AC
grounding
electrode
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Grounding electrode conductors must
be installed per NEC 250.64(E)

GEC For Micro Inverter System
Installed Per NEC 250.64(E)

Install by Scott Call

GEC For Micro Inverter Systems
Designated grounding electrode
conductor point provided by
micro inverter manufacture.

Grounding Enphase M190, M210, and
M215 micro inverters
support track

(Indicates supports)

-

+

Minimum
# 8 AWG,
(#6 AWG is
Typical)
Micro
inverter

..

-

-

+

Micro
inverter

..

+

Micro
inverter

..

-

-

+

Micro
inverter

.

+

Micro
inverter

.

Grounding electrode conductor
ran directly to home’s grounding
electrode (ground rod or ufer)
Equipment grounding conductor

Grounding Electrode Conductor
also being used as an Equipment
Grounding Conductor
Install by Scott Call

Or

Multiconductor
Cable

Splice box
(J-box)

Non-metalic sheathed
cable (Romex)

Sub-panel

Service box
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Grounding For Micro Inverters

Grounding Enphase M250 Micro
Inverters (transformerless)
All rails and modules must still be bonded to the equipment ground wire!

-

+

Micro
inverter

..

-

+

Micro
inverter

..

-

+

Micro
inverter

..

-

-

+

Micro
inverter

.

+

Micro
inverter

.

Equipment Grounding
conductor is part of

the cable assembly

Or
Multi-conductor Cable

2014 NEC – 690.47(B)
Grounding DC Systems
Grounding Electrode Conductor:

Sub-panel

Service box

2014 NEC – 690.47(C)(2)
Common Electrode
Common DC and AC Grounding Electrode:
 This requirement still specifies that the GEC for the DC
system be ran and connect to the grounding electrode.
 If the electrode is not accessible, then the DC GEC can
connect to the buildings AC GEC by irreversible means,
or by connecting multiple sections of busbars together,
or by use of connectors that are listed for grounding and
bonding. [see NEC 250.64(C)(1) and (C)(2)]

 An AC equipment

grounding system is now
permitted to be used for
equipment grounding of
inverters and other
equipment and can be
used for the ground-fault
detection reference for
ungrounded PV
systems.

Non-metalic sheathed
cable (Romex)

SMA 5000TL Inverter
(transformerless)
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2014 NEC – 690.47(C)(3) Combined
ECG and GEC
Combined DC GEC and AC EGC
New text added:
 When the AC equipment grounding conductor is also
used as the DC grounding electrode conductor for an
ungrounded PV system, the grounding conductor is to
be sized as per NEC 250.122 (does not have to be
sized as per 250.166).

Grounded PV System
. . . . . . . . . . . .
-

. . . . . . .#6 bare
. . . .
. copper
Equipment grounding conductor

(if exposed)

+

-

. . . . . . . . . . . .

+
3 strings
(source circuits)

.
-

+

-

AC disconnect
Inverter AC output
circuit terminates
@ sub-panel OR
service box.

DC
fuses

240v
Neutral

+

Equip. grounding
Conductor
Sunny Boy
7000
Inverter
240v

Equip. ground

DC
disconnect

PV
output
circuit

To grounding
GEC
electrode
min. size of GEC is #8 AWG (per 250.166)

Grounding battery systems?

“Ungrounded” PV System
. . . . . . . . . . . .
-

. . . . . . .#6 bare
. . . .
. copper
Equipment grounding conductor

(if exposed)

+

DC
Fuses

3 strings
(source circuits)

Always follow battery inverter manufacture grounding requirements
(each manufacture varies).

EGC ran to home’s service box with associated circuit conductors

-

+

. . . . . . . . . . . .

.
-

+

-

AC disconnect
Inverter AC output
circuit terminates
@ sub-panel OR
service box.

240v
Neutral

+

(discon. box)

Equipment grounding conductor (EGC)

fused
discon.

Equip. grounding
Conductor
Sunny Boy
Transformerless
(TL) Inverter
240v

Equip. ground

DC
disconnect

EGC ran to
critical load
panel with
associated
circuit
conductors

-

+
12v

PV
output
circuit

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

To home’s grounding electrode

SMA requires their Sunny
Island inverter battery systems
have an external negative to
ground connection in order to
function properly.

Grounding electrode conductor
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2014 NEC – 690.47(D) Auxiliary
Electrodes

2014 NEC – 690.47(D) Auxiliary
Electrodes (exceptions)

Additional Auxiliary Electrodes For Array Grounding:
 The requirements of this section are similar to
690.47(D) in the 2008 NEC but were deleted in the
2011 NEC.
 It requires that grounding electrodes be installed at the
location of pole and ground-mounted arrays, and as
“close as practicable” to roof mounted arrays.
 Two exceptions added:



When the load served is integral with the array.
An additional electrode is not required “where located within 6’ of
the premises electrode.”

Modules Installed On A Pitched Roof
Roof Mounted System:


Roof Installations






Info from the support system manufacture should be provided to
show it is specifically designed and listed for the installation of PV
modules on a roof.
The existing roof rafters must be able to safely handle all new loads
(this may require an engineer analysis).
On pitched roofs, if the roof covering is a heavy material (like tile),
or has multiple layers of shingles, an engineer analysis of the roof
should be provided to ensure the roof can safely handle the
additional loads.
If an engineer analysis of the roof trusses or rafters is not needed,
then it is recommended that the total weight of all modules and
supports should not exceed 5 lbs per sq. ft. and no more than 45
lbs per support.
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Figuring Roof Loading

Wind Loading

= location of supports
4 ft. between
supports

Snap-N-Rack
rails

(8- Phono Solar mono crystalline modules)
Each module is about 3.25 ft. by 5.375 ft. in size,
and each weighs 48.4 lbs

Rails are each
about 27 ft long
and each about
21.6 lbs. (.8 lbs
per linear foot).

The modules themselves cover about 139.75 sq. ft. in area.
All the modules and rails combined weight is about 430 lbs.
430 ÷ 139.75= 3.07 lbs per sq. ft.

Wind Uplift Resistance:
 Detailed info from the support system manufacture or
engineering should be provided to show the system
(with modules installed) can handle the local wind loads
(this is especially important for tilt-up systems).
 The installation and spacing of the bolted supports into
the roof must meet the manufacture’s minimum
requirements for wind uplift and for the even distribution
of loads.

16 total supports. 430 ÷ 16= 26.8 lbs per support.

Figuring Wind Uplift For Pitched
Roof PV Installations
Unirac installation manual on figuring wind uplift:
 Scenario: The home’s exposure category is exposure
C, the roof height is 30’, and a basic wind speed of 100
mph. Modules cover about 139.75 sq. ft.
 139.75 x 41psf= 5,730 lbs of uplift.
 5,730 ÷ 16 supports= 358 lbs of uplift per support.
 A 5/16 lag screw with 2 ½” of threads embedded into
Douglas Fir, South can resist up to 588 lbs of
withdrawal.

PV Modules On Commercial Roofs
 The PV mounting system should be listed for the

mounting of PV modules on the roof, and detailed
installation instructions must be provided, IBC 1509.7.3.
 The mounting system must be compatible with the type
of the existing roofing covering.
 The mounting system must be designed to handle the
local wind and snow loads, IBC 1509.7.1.
 It is recommended to always have an engineer analysis
of the existing roof and rafters to determine the new
loads can be safely carried.
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PV Modules On Commercial Roofs

Ballasted Roof Mounted Systems

Ballasted systems typically are only
allowed to have a tilt of 0 to 25˚

Photo courtesy of Unirac Incorporated

Roof Flashings

Roof Flashings Are Required!

 All roof penetrations

should be properly
flashed.

Who needs flashings?
SolaDeck box (RSTC Enterprises, Inc.)
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Roof Flashings Continued…

Roof Installations
 Modules must not be

Properly flashed supports

Wiring Under Modules

installed over any
plumbing,
mechanical, or other
types of vents.
 Modules must not be
installed over any
openings or
equipment that are
required to remain
accessible.

Ground-Mounted Arrays
 Detailed manufacture info or engineering must be

submitted to show that any pole or ground-mounted
structures will be able to handle the local wind and
snow loads.

All wires must be neatly tucked
up under the modules or in the
rails to protect from water and
ice damage.
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2012 International Building Code
(IBC) Requirements
 PV modules installed

2012 IBC and IFC
PV Requirements

2012 IBC Requirements Continued…
 PV modules or PV

(Dow Chemical Company)

shingles that are
designed to be a roof
covering, must be tested
as per ASTM D 3161.
 PV modules or PV
shingles must also meet
the wind classification as
required in IBC table
1507.2.7.1(2), as required
by IBC 1507.17.3.

on the roof must be
labeled to identify
their fire classification,
IBC 1505.8.
 The listed fire class
must meet IBC table
1505.1 based on the
type of construction of
the building, IBC
1509.7.2.

2012 IBC Requirements Continued…
Wind Loading:
 Roof mounted PV systems shall be designed for wind
loads based on the “component and cladding” method
in accordance with Chapter 16 in the IBC, IBC 1509.7.1.
 Note: Chapter 16 references ASCE-7 to be used in
calculating wind loads.
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2012 International Fire Code
(IFC) PV Requirements
Wire Management:
 IFC sections 605.11.1 and 605.11.2 have similar
requirements for DC conductor locations and marking
as stated in the NEC.
 In addition to the requirements as also noted in the
NEC, IFC section 605.11.2 requires that conduit and
wiring be installed in a manner that reduces trip hazards
and maximizes venting opportunities for fire fighters.

2012 IFC Residential Roof
Access Requirements (605.11.3.2)
3’

3’

3’

Two 3’ pathways required
from eves to ridge.

Hipped Roof Access –
IFC 605.11.3.2.1
3’

3’

Hipped Roof Access –
IFC 605.11.3.2.3
3’

3’
18”

One 3’ pathway required
from eves to ridge on a
hipped roof with modules
on one side of the roof.
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2012 IFC Required Pathways On
Commercial Roofs (605.11.3.3)

Utah State Amendment

(If either axis of the roof is 250 ft. or less)

(If either axis of the roof is 250 ft. or less)

275 ft.

4’

4’
4’

275 ft.

4’

4’

4’
4’

4’

3’

100 ft.

8’

4’

4’
4’

4’

4’

4’
4’

3’
3’

3’

3’

3’
3’

3’

100 ft.

4’

6’

3’

3’
3’

3’

3’

3’
3’

3’

4’
Roof access, skylights, ventilation
hatches, or standpipes.

8’

No section of an array
can exceed 150’ x 150’

3’

4’

Roof access, skylights, ventilation
Hatches. (standpipes require 4’ access)

6’

No section of an array
can exceed 150’ x 150’

2012 IFC Required Pathways On
Commercial Roofs (605.11.3.3)

Utah State Amendment

(If both axis of the roof is greater than 250 ft.)

(If both axis of the roof is greater than 250 ft.)
500 ft.

500 ft.
8’

3’

6’

8’

6’

4’

4’

3’

3’

4’

4’

3’

3’

255 ft.

8’

255 ft.

6’

4’

4’

3’

3’

4’

4’

3’

3’

3’

6’
Roof access, skylights, ventilation
hatches, or standpipes.

8’

No section of an array
can exceed 150’ x 150’

6’

Roof access, skylights, ventilation
Hatches. (standpipes require 4’ access)

6’

No section of an array
can exceed 150’ x 150’

3’
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Signs At Electrical Utility Meter Panel
 A sign is required at the utility

Signage

Required signs at
building’s service
equipment location

Map showing location
of “PV system disconnect”

box denoting all other sources
of power on the premise, NEC
705.10.
 A sign must give the location of
the “PV system disconnect” if
the disconnect is not located
next to the meter box (the sign
should also include battery
backup and wind system
disconnects if installed), NEC
690.56(A) & (B).

Signage At The PV System
Interconnection Point
 There must be a sign

at the interconnection
breaker (the breaker
that ties the PV
system to the home
AC system) that gives
the rated output AC
amps and AC volts
from the inverter or
micro inverters, NEC
690.54.
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Signage At The PV System
Interconnection Point Continued…
 If the 120% rule of

NEC 690.64(B)(2)
and (B)(7) is utilized
and the breaker is
located at the end of
the panel, a sign is
required saying not to
relocate it elsewhere
in the panel.

Warning Signage
NEC 690.17:
 A sign is required at any disconnect or electrical box
where both sides of terminals can be energized in the
open position and must state:

Signs at the “PV system disconnect”
 The “PV system disconnect”

must be labeled, NEC
690.14(C)(2)
 NEC 690.53. A sign is
required at the “PV system
disconnect” location giving the
DC:
a) Rated Current (Imp)
b) Rated Voltage (Vmp)
c) Open Circuit Voltage (Voc)
for lowest temp (see NEC
690.7(A))
d) Short Circuit Current (Isc)
e) Max rated output current of
the battery charge controller
(if applicable)

2014 NEC – 110.21(B) Field-Applied
Hazard Markings
Where signage is required by the NEC, the labels must
meet the following requirements:
 The marking must “adequately warn of the hazard using
effective words and/or colors and/or symbols.”
 The label must be permanently mounted to the
equipment or wiring method.
 The label must not be hand written unless the
information on the marking could be variable and
subject to change.
 The sign must be able to sufficiently withstand the
environment where it’s installed.
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2014 NEC – 110.21(B) Field-Applied
Hazard Markings Continued…
(Hand-written)

2014 NEC – 250.167(C) Marking
of DC Systems
DC system marking:
 All DC systems must be legibly marked to indicate if the
system is grounded or ungrounded.
 The marking must be located at the first disconnecting
means.

Notice: This equipment is energized
by a DC system that is ungrounded.

Example System #1 – 8 kW System
541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)
All 3 strings
(source circuits)
ran in same metal
conduit.

+

-

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

Example Systems

DC
fuses

+

-

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

+

-

J-box
for
transition
wiring

AC disconnect
Inverter AC output
circuit terminates
at a 2 pole breaker
@ sub-panel OR
service box.

240v
neutral

Inverter AC
output circuit
(240v)

+

Comb. box with
fuses for each
ungrounded (“hot”)
conductor

Sunny Boy
7000
Inverter
240v
DC
disconnect

PV
output
circuit
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Example System #1 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing
2. Breaker or
fuse size

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String circuit

NEC 690.8(B)

(string Isc x 125%)

(string max current x
125% again)
10.56 x 1.25= 13.2 A

(Source Circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= 10.56 A

PV Output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)
10.56 x 3 strings= 31.68 A

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
31.68 x 1.25= 39.6 A

(inverter max output)
29 amps

(inverter max output x
125%)
29 x 1.25= 36.25 A

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter AC
Output Circuit

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

Conductor and OCPD sizes:
+

-

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

Source circuits
# 12 AWG

15A
DC
fuses

+

+

PV fed 40
amp dbl. pole
breaker
located at
end of panel’s
bus bars
200 amp rated sub-

panel fed from a
200 amp main breaker
at service box.

Inverter’s
AC disconnect
240v
neutral

Inverter AC
output circuit
# 8 AWG

10.56 A.

 NEC table 310.15(B)(3)(a) requires an ampacity

adjustment of .80 to be made when there is 4-6 current
carrying conductors installed in the same conduit.
10.56 ÷ .80= 13.2 amps.
 Minimum of #14 AWG copper conductors are required
(note: most module manufactures recommend installing
at least #12 AWG).

Example System #1 - Grounding
. . . . . . . . . . . .

-

+

Equipment grounding conductor

(if exposed)

Inverter’s
DC disconnect

+

. . . . . . . . . . . .

DC
combiner
box

Sunny Boy
7000
Inverter
240v

-

. . . . . . .#6 bare
. . . .
. copper
-

-

541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

 Take the source circuit ampacity from column 1 which is

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Example System #1 – Conductor and
OCPD Sizing Continued…
541.44 V (Voc), 8.45 A (Isc)

String (Source Circuit) Conductor
Ampacity Adjustment

+

-

AC disconnect

PV
output
Circuit
# 8 AWG

240v
Neutral

Equip. ground
#10 AWG

DC
fuses

.

+

Inverter AC output
circuit terminates
at a 2 pole breaker
@ sub-panel OR
service box.

All 3 strings
(source circuits)
ran in same metal
conduit.

+

Equip. grounding
Conductor #10 AWG
Sunny Boy
7000
Inverter
240v

To grounding
GEC
electrode
min. size of GEC is #8 AWG

DC
disconnect

PV
output
circuit
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Example System #1 – Disconnects

Example System #2 – 60 kW System

Jbox

All 10 strings
(source circuits)
combine at subcombiner box

SubComb.
box

SubComb.
box

PV output
circuit

metal
conduit
or MC cable

DC combiner

All 10 strings
(source circuits)
combine at subcombiner box

To subpanel

Sunny Boy
Inverter

Sub-panel feeder
circuit (existing)

Subpanelboard

(fuses)

PV output
circuit

AC
Disconnect

DC
disconnect & “PV
system disconnect”

Service equipment

Example System #2 – Inverter

Inverter AC output circuit
Inverter
AC
terminates at a 3 pole breaker
at sub-panel
disconnect

Example System #2 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing
1. Max current

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc x 125%)
(string Isc x 125%)
____
8.45 x
10.56
____
x 1.25=
1.25= ____A
____A

(string max
max current
current xx
(string
125% again)
10.56
13.2
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(each strings’ max current
combined together)
_____ x (# of strings)=
_____A

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(inverter max output)
____amps

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A

NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

DC disconnect
with fuses for
combining multiple
sub-combiner boxes

Inverter
AC disconnect

String
Sourcecircuit
circuit
(Source Circuit)
(string)
PV Output
Circuit
(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter AC
Output Circuit
Solectria PVI 60KW inverter
(Solectria Renewables)

DC disconnect
and PV output
combiner box

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

NEC 690.8(B)

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Conductor Ampacity Corrections
And Adjustments Needed?

Ampacity Correction And Adjustment

 NEC 690.8(B)(2) states the larger of either the max

current figured from 690.8(A) that has been increased
by 125% or the max currents figured from 690.8(A) that
have been corrected and adjusted for conditions of use.

1. Max current

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc x 125%)
(string Isc x 125%)
____
x 1.25=
1.25= ____A
____A
8.45 x
10.56
____

(string max
max current
current xx
(string
125% again)
10.56
13.2
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(each strings’ max current
combined together)
_____ x (# of strings)=
_____A

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(inverter max output)
____amps

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A

NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String
Sourcecircuit
circuit
(Source Circuit)
(string)
PV output
Circuit
(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter AC
Output Circuit

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

Source Circuit Conductor Ampacity
Scenario: Twenty (20) THHW-2 (90˚C rated) source circuit
conductors are installed in the same conduit that is exposed to
sunlight on the roof, and the conduit is raised at least 4 inches off
the roof surface.
 Table 310.15(B)(3)(a) (for more than 3 current carrying conductors
in a conduit) requires a factor of .50.
 10.56A ÷ .5= 21.12A
 Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) and table 310.15(B)(2)(a) (for conduit
exposed to sunlight on roofs) requires the ampacity to be adjusted
further by .71 (if using the 132˚- 140˚ F column on 310.15(B)(2)(a)).
 21.12 ÷ .71= 29.7A
 Final corrected and adjusted ampacity of 29.7A is larger than
13.2A (at column 2) and is used to size the wire.
 10 AWG conductors have an ampacity of 35A (using the 75˚C
column on table 310.15(B)(16) if terminals are rated 75˚C).

NEC 690.8(B)

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Table 310.15(B)(3)(a) – Adjustment Factors For More
Than 3 Current Carrying Conductors in A Raceway
Number of Current-Carrying
Conductors in a Raceway

Factor Used to Adjust Ampacity
of Conductors

4-6

.80

7-9

.70

10-20

.50

21-30

.45

31-40

.40

41+

.35
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Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) – Temperature Adder For
Raceways Exposed To Sunlight On The Roof
Distance Above Roof to Bottom of
Raceway or Cable:

°C

°F

Directly on roof (0 – ½”)

33

60

Above roof (above ½”)

22

40

Above roof (between 3.5” and 12”)

17

Above roof (between 12” and 36”)

14

30
25

Temperature added to outside ambient
temperature to determine the deration
factor in table 310.15(B)(2)(a)

Example System #2 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

PV output
output
PV
Circuit

(circuit between combiner
boxand
andinverter)
inverter)
box

Inverter AC
Output Circuit

(string Isc x 125%)

____
8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56

2. Breaker or
fuse size
NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____ x 1.25= _____A
10.56
13.2

(all combined
strings
max (Total
combined
strings
(Total
combined
(each
strings’ max
current
current
from together)
above line)
max current
x 125%)
strings’
max current
x
combined
_____
10 strings=
(# of strings)=
10.56
____ xx#of
____A _____ x 125%)
1.25= _____A
_____
_____A
105.6
105.6 x 1.25= _____A
132
(inverter max output)
____amps
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Table 310.15(B)(2)(a) – Ambient
Temperature Correction
Temperature Rating Of Conductors

60°C

75°C

90°C

.91

.94

.96

87-95

.82

.88

.91

96-104

.71

.82

.87

105-113

.58

.75

.82

114-122

.41

.67

.76

123-131

--

.58

.71

132-140

--

.47

.65

141-149

--

.33

.58

150-158

--

--

.50

159-167

--

--

.41

168-176

--

--

.29

177-185

Ambient Temp. °F

Use factors from these columns to correct the ampacity of the conductors.

PV Output Circuit Conductors
Scenario: The PV output circuit conductors are XHHW2 (90˚C rated), installed in conduit exposed to sunlight,
and the conduit is raised at least 4 inches off of roof
surface
 Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) and table 310.15(B)(2)(a) (for
conduits exposed to sunlight on roofs) require the
ampacity to be adjusted by .71 (if using the 132˚- 140˚F
column).
 105.6 ÷ .71= 148.7A
 148.7 is larger than 132A (as shown in column 2) and is
used to size the PV output circuit conductors. 1/0 AWG
copper conductors have an ampacity of 150A (using
75˚C column at Table 310.15(B)(16) if terminals are
rated 75˚C).
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Example System #2 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String circuit

(string Isc x 125%)

(Source Circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

PV output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter
AC
Inverter AC
output
Output circuit
Circuit

_ __ x 10 (# of strings)=
10.56
_____A
105.6
(inverter max output)
____amps
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

2. Breaker or
fuse size

NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String circuit

(string Isc x 125%)

(Source Circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

PV output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter
AC
Inverter AC
output
Output circuit
Circuit

10.56
____ x 10 (# of strings)=
_____A
105.6
(inverter max output)
____amps
73
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

Solectria PVI 60KW inverter

NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2
(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
105.6 x 1.25= _____A
132
(inverter max
max output
output xx
(inverter
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Example System #2 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current

Inverter Specifications

Solectria Renewables

Example System #2 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…

2. Breaker or
fuse size

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

String circuit
(source circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
105.6 x 1.25= _____A
132

PV output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

(inverter max
max output
output xx
(inverter
125%)
___x
73 1.25= _____A
91.25

Inverter AC
Output Circuit

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(string Isc x 125%)

____ x 10 (# of strings)=
10.56
_____A
105.6
(inverter max output)
73
____amps
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

2. Breaker or
fuse size
NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2
(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
105.6 x 1.25= _____A
132
(inverter max output x
125%)
73 1.25= _____A
91.25
___x
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Example System #2 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizes
All 10 strings
(source circuits)
#10 AWG cond.
15A fuses each

All 10 strings
(source circuits)
#10 AWG cond.
15A fuses each

SubComb.
box

SubComb.
box

Example System #1 – Point
Of Interconnection
480V Service Equipment
600A
Main

PV output
Circuit
1/0 AWG
copper
Sub-panel feeder
circuit (existing)

#3 AWG copper
conductors

Existing
load
breaker

(150A fuses)

Subpanel
Inverter AC output circuit
terminates at a 100A 3 pole
breaker at sub-panel

Service equipment

PV output
Circuit
1/0 AWG
copper

Existing
load
breaker

100A

400A

sub-panel

Sub-panel
rated 400 amps

Inverter AC
Output circuit
(neutrals and grounding
conductors not shown)

The sum of the breakers feeding the sub-panel cannot exceed 120%
of the rating of the sub-panel.
400 amp rated panel x 1.2= 480amps

DC disconnect
and PV output
combiner box

Inverter
AC
disconnect

Only a 80A PV backfed breaker can be added to the sub-panel at end of bus bars.

Example System #1 – Point
Of Interconnection Continued…

Example System #1 – Back-Fed
Service Equipment

480V Service Equipment

480V Service Equipment
600A rated busbars

600A
Main

600A
Main

Existing
load
breaker

Existing
load
breaker

350A

100A
sub-panel

Sub-panel
rated 400 amps

Existing
load
breaker

Existing
load
breaker

OK

350A

Inverter AC
Output circuit
(neutrals and grounding
conductors not shown)

If the main breaker for the sub-panel is reduced to 350 amps:
350A+100A= 450A ˂ 480A
Ok to add new 100 amp PV backfed breaker ONLY if new 350A breaker feeding
the panel is sized for all loads connected to the sub-panel per NEC 220.

100A
sub-panel

Inverter AC
Output circuit
(neutrals and grounding
conductors not shown)

The sum of the breakers feeding the service equipment bus bars cannot exceed
120% of the rating of the bus bars if backfed breaker is located at end of bus bars.
600 amp rated bus bars x 1.2= 720amps
600A main + 100A PV breaker= 700A feed the bus bars. 700A ˂ 720A.
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Example system #2 – Disconnects

Example System #2 – Grounding

All 10 strings
(source circuits)
15A fuses each

All 10 strings
(source circuits)
15A fuses each

SubComb.
box

SubComb.
box

PV output
Circuit
1/0 AWG
copper

#6 AWG
copper

Inverter

(150A fuses)

Subpanel
Inverter AC output circuit
terminates at a 100A 3 pole
#8 AWG
copper ground
breaker at sub-panel

1/0 AWG copper

-

+
Negative
PV sub-array

Negative sub-array’s
grounded (neutral)
conductor

600v

600v
neutral

Negative sub-array’s
ungrounded (“hot”)
conductor

-

Inverter
Fused DC
disconnect
and PV output
circuit combiner box

Breaker at sub-panel could
be considered as the AC
disconnect for inverter
if located next to the inverter

Example system #3 – Bipolar
PV System
Negative
Sub-array

+
Positive
PV sub-array

Positive sub-array’s
grounded (neutral)
conductor

Service
equipment

To service
equipment

To bld.
electrode

Example System #3 – Bipolar
PV System
Single phase
transformer analogy

PV
output
circuit

Outside
disconnect and
“PV System
Disconnect”

PV output
Circuit
1/0 AWG
copper

Grounding electrode conductor

Sub-combiner
box

PV
output
circuit

GFPD

Service equipment

10 strings (source circuits)
combine at sub-combiner box
with a fuse for each ungrounded
(“hot”) conductor

Sub-combiner
box

#6 AWG
copper

Sub-panel feeder
#3 AWG copper
circuit (existing)

conductors

10 strings (source circuits)
combine at sub-combiner box
with a fuse for each ungrounded
(“hot”) conductor

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

+

Positive
Sub-array

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

+

-

+

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

+

Positive sub-array’s
ungrounded (“hot”)
conductor
PV
output
circuits

1200v
Bipolar inverter

Negative sub-array
grounded conductors

+

To building’s grounding electrode

Inverter’s AC Output
Circuit ran directly
to 3 pole (3 phase)
breaker at service
equipment.

Inverter’s AC
disconnect

-

DC
in

Positive sub-array
grounded conductors
DC
in

+

AC
out
neutral

Bipolar Inverter

PV
output
circuits

Separate DC disconnect
and PV Output Circuit
combiner boxes with fuses
for each ungrounded
(“hot”) conductor

(Grounding
conductors
not shown)
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Example System #3 –
Bipolar Inverter

Example System #3 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing
1. Max current

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc x 125%)
(string Isc x 125%)
____
x 1.25=
1.25= ____A
____A
8.45 x
10.56
____

(string max
max current
current xx
(string
125% again)
10.56
13.2
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(each strings’ max current
combined together)
_____ x (# of strings)=
_____A

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(inverter max output)
____amps

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A

NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String
Sourcecircuit
circuit
(Source Circuit)
(string)
PV output
Circuit
(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter AC
Output Circuit
Solaron 333 Bipolar inverter by Advanced Energy
(Advanced Energy Industries)

Example System #3 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

PV Output
output
PV
Circuit

(circuit between combiner
boxand
andinverter)
inverter)
box

Inverter AC
Output Circuit

(string Isc x 125%)

____
8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56

2. Breaker or
fuse size
NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____ x 1.25= _____A
10.56
13.2

(all combined
strings
max (Total
combined
strings
(Total
combined
(each
strings’ max
current
current
from together)
above line)
max current
x 125%)
strings’
max current
x
combined
_____
30 strings=
(# of strings)=
10.56
____ xx#of
____A _____ x 125%)
1.25= _____A
_____
_____A
316.8
316.8 x 1.25= _____A
396
(inverter max output)
____amps
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

(inverter max output x
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

NEC 690.8(B)

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

PV Output Circuit conductor ampacity
adjustment and correction:
Scenrio: The PV output circuit conductors are XHHW-2 (90˚C
rated), installed in conduit exposed to sunlight, and the conduit is
raised at least 4 inches off of roof surface.
 Table 310.15(B)(3)(c) and table 310.15(B)(2)(a) (for conduits
exposed to sunlight on roofs) require the ampacity to be adjusted
by .71 (if using the 132˚-140˚F column).
 316.8A ÷ .71= 446A
 446A is larger than 396A (as shown in column 2) and is used to
size the PV output circuit conductors.
 700 kcmil copper conductors have an ampacity of 460A (using
75˚C column 310.15(B)(16) if terminals are rated 75˚C). Parallel
4/0 AWG copper or equivalent could also be used.

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Example System #3 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String circuit

(string Isc x 125%)

(Source Circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

PV Output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter
AC
Inverter AC
output
Output circuit
Circuit

_ __ x 30 (# of strings)=
10.56
_____A
316.8
(inverter max output)
____amps
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

2. Breaker or
fuse size

NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

String circuit

(string Isc x 125%)

(Source Circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

PV Output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter
AC
Inverter AC
output
Output circuit
Circuit

_ __ x 30 (# of strings)=
10.56
_____A
316.8
(inverter max output)
____amps
445
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

Solaron 333 electrical specifications:

NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2
(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
316.8 x 1.25= _____A
396
(inverter max
max output
output xx
(inverter
125%)
___x 1.25= _____A

Advanced Energy Industries, Inc.

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Example System #3 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current

Inverter Specifications:

Example System #3 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…

2. Breaker or
fuse size

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-3)

NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

8.45 x 1.25= ____A
10.56
____

(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
316.8 x 1.25= _____A
396

PV Output
Circuit

(each strings’ max current
combined together)

(inverter max
max output
output xx
(inverter
125%)
___
x
1.25=
____
_A
445
___x 1.25= 556.25
_____A

Inverter AC
output circuit

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(string Isc x 125%)

_ __ x 30 (# of strings)=
10.56
_____A
316.8
(inverter max output)
445
____amps
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

2. Breaker or
fuse size
NEC 690.8(B)

(string max current x
125% again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2
(Total combined
strings’ max current x
125%)
_____
316.8 x 1.25= _____A
396
(inverter max output x
125%)
445
556.25
___x 1.25= ______A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Example System #3 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizes
Negative
Sub-array

-

+

15A fuses
for each string

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

PV
output
Circuits
700 kcmil
or parallel
4/0

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

+

-

Negative sub-array
grounded conductors

+
Inverter’s AC Output
Circuit ran directly
to 600A, 3 pole (3 phase)
breaker at service
equipment.

NEC 690.4(G):
 Where the sum, without consideration of polarity, of the
PV system voltages of the two monopole sub-arrays
exceeds the rating of the conductors and connected
equipment, monopole sub-arrays shall be physically
separated, and the electrical output circuits from each
monopole sub-array shall be installed in separate
raceways until connected to the inverter.

Positive
Sub-array

15A fuses
for each string

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

parallel
300 kcmil

-

DC
in

Positive sub-array
grounded conductors
DC
in

+

AC
out
neutral

Bipolar Inverter

+

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

+

PV
output
Circuits
700 kcmil
or parallel
4/0

(Grounding
conductors

not shown)
Separate DC disconnect
and PV Output Circuit
combiner boxes with 400A fuses
for each ungrounded
conductor

Example System #3 – Point
Of Interconnection
480V Service Equipment
1,000A
Main

Existing
load
breaker

Existing
load
breaker

Separation Of Conductors Required!!

Inverter

Example System #3 – Point
Of Interconnection
480V Service Equipment
1,000A
Main

Inverter AC
Output circuit
(neutral and grounding
conductors not shown)

600A
AC
out

The sum of the breakers feeding the service equipment bus bars cannot exceed
120% of the rating of the bus bars if backfed breaker is located at end of bus bars.
1,000 amp rated bus bars x 1.2= 1,200amps
1,000A main + 600A PV breaker= 1,600A feed the bus bars. 1,600A ˃ 1,200A.

Existing
load
breaker

Existing
load
breaker

Overcurrent
protection
of conductors
Is required
as close as
possible to
Inverter AC
service
Output circuit
connection (neutrals and grounding
conductors not shown)

600A

Inverter

AC
out

The PV system would have to be connected to the supply side (utility side) of the
building’s main service disconnect (if installed as per listing of service equipment
and approved by utility company).
The PV breaker must be located as close as possible to the tap connection.
Service (or supply side) connections are allowed as per NEC 705.12(A) and 230.82(6).
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Example System #3 – Grounding
Negative
Sub-array
SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

#3 AWG
Copper EGC

+

PV
output
Circuits
700 kcmil
or parallel
4/0

Negative
sub-array

Positive
Sub-array

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

Example System #3 – Disconnects

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

+

Negative sub-array
grounded conductors

DC discon.

+

-

DC
in

Positive sub-array
grounded conductors
GFPD

DC
in

-

+

Inverter’s AC

Inverter’s AC Output
disconnect
Circuit ran directly
to 600A, 3 pole (3 phase)
breaker at service
neutral
equipment.
#1 AWG Copper EGC

+

SubComb.
Box
30
Strings

-

PV
output
Circuits
700 kcmil
or parallel
4/0

DC discon.

400A fuses
AC
out

Bipolar Inverter

SubCombiner
boxes

+

Positive
sub-array

SubCombiner
boxes

#3 AWG
Copper EGC
Service
equipment

Inverter’s
AC disconnect

Bipolar
Inverter

Grnd. Electrode Conductor
4/0 copper

DC disconnects
and “PV system
disconnects”

Positive sub-array circuits must be in
separate enclosures and conduits than
negative sub-array circuits!

To bld.
electrode

Install by Intermountain Wind and Solar

Solaron 333
Inverter
Solaron 500
Inverter
Install by Intermountain Wind and Solar
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Example System #4 – PV System
With Battery Backup

Source Circuit (string) Open Circuit Voltage
(Voc) And Short Circuit Current (Isc):

6 source circuits
(or strings)
-

-

-

-

+

-

+

+

-

+

-

+

If each module is rated 37.6 volts Voc and 8.45 amps Isc (at 77°F):

Combiner box with breakers or
fuses for each source circuit.

+
Breaker
or
fuse

+

Charge
controller

Breaker Breaker
or
or
fuse
fuse

+

+

.. . . . . . .
Inverter input circuit

PV output
circuit

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

(48v battery bank)

-

12v

Battery
AC
backup
PV Inverter Discon.

OCPD

To tie-inbreaker
at sub-panel
or service box

String Voc= 112.8 volts
String Isc= 8.45 amps

Inverter
AC output
circuits (120v)

+

+

To critical load Panel

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.
Picture of charge controller is courtesy of Outback Power Technologies, Inc.

Each string could produce up to
135.36 Voc and 8.45 Isc

Cold Temperature Voltage (Voc)
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc):
 If the coldest it could get outside is -13°F the open
circuit voltage (Voc) figured for each string must be
increased by 20% (1.20) based on table 690.7 in the
NEC.
112.8V x 1.20= 135.36 volts (Voc) per string

6 source circuits
(or strings)
-

-

-

-

+

-

+

+

-

+

-

+

Combiner box with breakers or
fuses for each source circuit.

+
Breaker
or
fuse

+

Charge
controller

Breaker Breaker
or
or
fuse
fuse

+

+

.. . . . . . .
Inverter input circuit

Note: Manufacture’s data can also be used to determine the open circuit voltage of the modules.
PV output
circuit

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

(48v battery bank)

-

12v

Battery
AC
backup
PV Inverter Discon.

OCPD

To tie-inbreaker
at sub-panel
or service box

Inverter
AC output
circuits (120v)

+

To critical load Panel

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.
Picture of charge controller is courtesy of Outback Power Technologies, Inc.
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Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

PV Output Circuit
(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

Inverter Input Circuit
(the circuit between the
batteries and the inverter)

Inverter AC Output
Circuit

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(circuit between combiner
(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)
box and inverter)

Inverter Input Circuit
(the circuit between the
batteries and the inverter)

Inverter AC Output
Circuit

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max
max current
current xx 125%
125%
(string
again)
again)
13.2
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(each strings’ max current combined
together)
_____ x 6 (# of strings)= _____A

(Total combined strings’ max
current x 125%)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

(Total combined strings’ max
current x 125%)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

PV Output Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A

_____ x 1.25= _____A

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

String circuit
String
circuit
(Source
Circuit)
(source circuit)

(the circuit between the
batteries and the inverter)

Inverter AC Output
Circuit

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(Total
(Total combined
combinedstrings’
strings max
current x 125%)
_____
79.12
63.3 xx 1.25=
_____
1.25= _____A
_____A

PV Output Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

(each
(each strings’
strings’ max
max current
current combined
combined
together)
_____
10.56 xx 6
63.3
_____
6 (#
(# of
of strings)=
strings)= _____A
_____A

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

_____ x 1.25= _____A

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

1. Max current

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
13.2
10.56 x 1.25= _____A

_____ x 1.25= _____A

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A

Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…

(string Isc x 125%)
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A
10.56

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc
Isc x
x 125%)
125%)
(string
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A
10.56

(each strings’ max current combined
together)
_____ x 6 (# of strings)= _____A

NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

PV
Circuit
PV output
output Circuit

NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

(string Isc x 125%)
____ x 1.25= _____A

1. Max current
(Source Circuit)

1. Max current

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…

String circuit

Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc x 125%)
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A
10.56

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
13.2
10.56 x 1.25= _____A

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(each strings’ max current combined
together)
_____
10.56 x 6 (# of strings)= _____A
63.3

(Total combined strings’ max
current x 125%)
_____
_____A
63.3 x 1.25= 79.12

Inverter Input
Inverter
Input circuit
Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
(Figured input
amps
from previous
column
x 125%)
column x 125%)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

(the circuit
circuit between
between the
the
(the
batteries and
and the
the inverter)
inverter)
batteries

Inverter AC Output
Circuit

______w
3,600 ÷ ____v
87.9 A
44 ÷ ____
.93 = ____
______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A

_____
109.8 A
87.9 xx 1.25=
_____
1.25=_____
_____A

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Example System #4 –
Inverter Specifications

Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

(string Isc x 125%)
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A
10.56

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
13.2
10.56 x 1.25= _____A

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(each strings’ max current combined
together)
_____
10.56 x 6 (# of strings)= _____A
63.3

(Total combined strings’ max
current x 125%)
_____
_____A
63.3 x 1.25= 79.12

Inverter Input
Inverter
Input circuit
Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
(Figured input
amps
from previous
column
x 125%)
column x 125%)

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

PV Output Circuit

(the circuit
circuit between
between the
the
(the
batteries and
and the
the inverter)
inverter)
batteries
Outback Power Technologies, Inc.

Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc x 125%)
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A
10.56

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
13.2
10.56 x 1.25= _____A

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(each strings’ max current combined
together)
_____
63.3
10.56 x 6 (# of strings)= _____A

(Total combined strings’ max
current x 125%)
_____
_____A
63.3 x 1.25= 79.12

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

PV Output Circuit

(the circuit between the
batteries and the inverter)

Inverter
Inverter AC
AC Output
output
circuit
Circuit

______w
3,600 ÷ ____v
92.1 A
42 ÷ ____
.93 = ____

2. Breaker or
fuse size

Inverter AC Output
Circuit

______w
3,600 ÷ ____v
87.9 A
44 ÷ ____
.93 = ____
3,600 ÷ ____v
42 ÷ ____
.93 = ____A
92.1
______w

_____
109.8
87.9
_____
1.25=_____
_____A
115.1 A
92.1 xx 1.25=

Example System #4 –
Inverter Specifications

_____
115.1 A
92.1 x 1.25= _____

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
_____A
30

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
____x
1.25= _____A
_____A
37.5
30 1.25=

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors, NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Outback Power Technologies, Inc.
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Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…

Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing

2. Breaker or
fuse size

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

(string Isc x 125%)
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A
10.56

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
13.2
10.56 x 1.25= _____A

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(each strings’ max current combined
together)
_____
63.3
10.56 x 6 (# of strings)= _____A

(Total combined strings’ max
current x 125%)
_____
_____A
63.3 x 1.25= 79.12

PV Output Circuit

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

PV Output Circuit

(the circuit between the
batteries and the inverter)

______w
3,600 ÷ ____v
92.1 A
42 ÷ ____
.93 = ____

_____
115.1 A
92.1 x 1.25= _____

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
30
_____A
_____A
30

(inverter max output x 125%)
37.5
____x
30 1.25=
____x
1.25= _____A
_____A
37.5
30

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Inverter
Inverter AC
AC Output
output
circuit
Circuit

Example System #4 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizes

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc x 125%)
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A
10.56

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
13.2
10.56 x 1.25= _____A

(circuit between combiner
box and inverter)

(each strings’ max current combined
together)
_____
10.56 x 6 (# of strings)= _____A
63.3

(Total combined strings’ max
current x 125%)
_____
_____A
63.3 x 1.25= 79.12

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

(the circuit between the
batteries and the inverter)

Inverter AC Output
Circuit

______w
÷ ____v
3,600
42 ÷ ____
.93 = ____
92.1 A

_____
115.1 A
92.1 x 1.25= _____

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
30

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
37.5
30 1.25= _____A

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Example System #4 – Point
Of Interconnection
4/0 aluminum wire

6 source circuits
#10 AWG
-

-

+

+

-

+

200 amp breaker
-

-

+

-

+

Combiner box with 15A breakers or
fuses for each source circuit.

+
Breaker
or
fuse

-

+

Charge
controller

Breaker Breaker
or
or
fuse
fuse

+

+

.. . . . . . .
Inverter input circuit
2/0 AWG copper

PV output
Circuit #4 AWG

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

(48v battery bank)

-

12v

+

Battery
AC
backup
PV Inverter Discon.

OCPD

..

To 40A tie-inbreaker
at sub-panel
or service box

Inverter
AC output
circuits (120v)
#8 AWG

To critical load Panel

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.
Picture of charge controller is courtesy of Outback Power Technologies, Inc.

40 amp PV breaker
(from AC output of inverter)

 The sub-panel must be rated at least 200A for a 40A PV breaker to
be added to end of bus bars (200 x 1.2= 240A).
 If the PV breaker cannot be located at end of the bus bars, the main
breaker feeding the sub-panel must be reduced in size (if calculated
load would allow) or the PV breaker must tie-in directly to the
service box.
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-

. . .
-

-

.

80A

+

-

+

-

AC conductors
to critical load
panel

. . .

. . .

+

-

+

-

. . .

+

Combiner
Box (with
6 DC breakers)

Main inverter
shutoff and
“PV system
disconnect”

+

15A breakers or fuses

+
Breaker
or
fuse

. . .

. . .

Min. #14 AWG
(#6 AWG
is typical)

Charge
controller

.

.

80A

125A

+

+

Battery
AC
backup
PV Inverter Discon.

Breaker Breaker
or
or
fuse
fuse

.. . . . . . .

-

#8 AWG min.

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

(48v battery bank)

-

.

GFPD

Inverter input circuit

#10 AWG
Min.

40A

OCPD

#8 AWG min.

+

12v #10 AWG

To 40A tie-inbreaker
at sub-panel
or service box
Grounding electrode
conductor to grounding
Electrode (rod or Ufer)

To critical load Panel

Min.

Listed “PV center” by Outback (manufacture)

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.
Picture of charge controller is courtesy of Outback Power Technologies, Inc.

Example System #5 – PV System
With Battery Backup

Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing

String
(source circuit)
Jbox

Jbox

1. Max current

+

NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

+

Sunny
Boy

-

AC Disconnect

Inverter
240v

(source circuit)

Disconnect

120V

.. . . .. . .
Inverter input circuit

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

---------

DC disconnect

(PV) inverter
output circuit

(Battery) Inverter AC
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

Fused
disconnect

AutoTransformer

120V
AC

No PV Output Circuit

(the circuit between the
batteries and inverter)

Discon.

OCPD

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____ x 1.25= _____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Neutral

Sunny Island
5048

(string Isc x 125%)
____ x 1.25= _____A

---------

+

(battery) inverter
output circuits

(Source Circuit)

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

240V
AC

String

-

String circuit

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(PV) Inverter AC
Output Circuit

String

(source circuit)

Jbox

System Installed by
Ken Gardner Engineering

DC circuits
from array

Example System #4 – Grounding

240V
Critical
Load Panel

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

____x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

Stringcircuit
circuit
String
(Source circuit)
Circuit)
(source

(string Isc x 125%)
10.56
8.45 x 1.25= _____A
____

Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…

2. Breaker or
fuse size

1. Max current

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max
max current
current xx 125%
125%
(string
again)
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2
_____

NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

(string Isc x 125%)
____
10.56
8.45 x 1.25= _____A

2. Breaker or
fuse size

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

---------

---------

---------

---------

(PV) Inverter AC
Output Circuit

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

(PV) inverter
output
(PV)
Inverter AC
circuit
Output Circuit

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
____x 1.25=
1.25= _____A
_____A

(Battery) Inverter AC
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

(Battery) Inverter AC
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Inverter Input circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

No PV Output Circuit

(the circuit between the
batteries and inverter)

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

No PV Output Circuit

____x 1.25= _____A

(the circuit between the
batteries and inverter)

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

____x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…

PV Inverter Specifications

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

---------

---------

(PV)
output
(PV) inverter
Inverter AC
circuit
Output Circuit

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
_____A
29

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
1.25= _____A
36.25
29 1.25=
____x
_____A

(Battery) Inverter AC
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25= _____A

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

No PV Output Circuit

(the circuit between the
batteries and inverter)

SMA

(string Isc x 125%)
10.56
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A

2. Breaker or
fuse size

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

____x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

(string Isc x 125%)
10.56
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A

2. Breaker or
fuse size

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

---------

---------

(PV) Inverter AC
Output Circuit

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
29
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
29 1.25= _____A
36.25

(Battery)
(Battery) inverter
Inverter AC
output circuits
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
(inverter max output x 125%)
____x 1.25=
1.25= _____A
_____A
____x

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

No PV Output Circuit

(the circuit between the
batteries and inverter)

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

____x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

(string Isc x 125%)
____
10.56
8.45 x 1.25= _____A

Battery Inverter Specifications

SMA

Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…

2. Breaker or
fuse size

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

(string Isc x 125%)
10.56
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A

2. Breaker or
fuse size

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

---------

---------

---------

---------

(PV) Inverter AC
Output Circuit

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
29
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
29 1.25= _____A
36.25

(PV) Inverter AC
Output Circuit

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
29
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
29 1.25= _____A
36.25

(Battery)
(Battery) inverter
Inverter AC
output circuits
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
41.7
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
1.25= _____A
_____A
____x
52.12
41.7 1.25=

(Battery) Inverter AC
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
41.7

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
52.12
41.7 1.25= _____A

Inverter Input Circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(Figured input amps from previous
column x 125%)

input Circuit
circuit
Inverter Input
(the
between the
(forcircuit
batteries)

(Input
(Input amps
amps =
= Inverter
Inverter cont.
cont. rated
rated output
output wattage
wattage ÷
÷
lowest
lowest battery
battery bank
bank voltage
voltage ÷÷ efficiency
efficiency of
of inverter)
inverter)

(Figured
amps
fromxprevious
(inverterinput
max
output
125%)
column
x 125%)
____x
1.25=
_____A

No PV Output Circuit

(the circuit between the
batteries and inverter)

______w ÷ ____v ÷ ____ = ____A
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

____x 1.25= _____A
If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

No PV Output Circuit

batteries and inverter)

______w
______w÷÷____v
____v÷÷____
____==______A
____A
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

______x 1.25= ______A

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).
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Battery Inverter Specifications

Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing Continued…
2. Breaker or
fuse size

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

---------

---------

(PV) Inverter AC
Output Circuit

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
29
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
29 1.25= _____A
36.25

(Battery) Inverter AC
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
41.7

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
52.12
41.7 1.25= _____A

(Input
output wattage
wattage ÷
÷
(Input amps
amps =
= Inverter
Inverter cont.
cont. rated
rated output
lowest
lowest battery
battery bank
bank voltage
voltage ÷÷ efficiency
efficiency of
of inverter)
inverter)

(Figured
amps
fromxprevious
(inverterinput
max
output
125%)
column
x 125%)
____x
1.25=
_____A

No PV Output Circuit

input Circuit
circuit
Inverter Input
(the
between the
(forcircuit
batteries)

______w
5,000 ÷÷____v
41 ÷÷____
.95 ==______A
128.3
______w
____v
____
____A

batteries and inverter)

1. Max current
NEC 690.8(A)(1-4)

String circuit
(Source Circuit)

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

---------

---------

(PV) Inverter AC
Output Circuit

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
29
_____A

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
29 1.25= _____A
36.25

(Battery) Inverter AC
Output Circuits

(inverter’s rated cont. output amps)
_____A
41.7

(inverter max output x 125%)
____x
52.12
41.7 1.25= _____A

Inverter input circuit

(Input amps = Inverter cont. rated output wattage ÷
lowest battery bank voltage ÷ efficiency of inverter)

(inverter max output x 125%)
160.3
____x 1.25= _____A
128.3

No PV Output Circuit

(circuit between the
batteries and inverter)

5,000
41 ÷ ____
.95 = 128.3
______w
÷ ____v
____A
Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

15A fuses for each
string inside Sunny
Boy combiner box.

String
(source circuit)
Jbox

+

-

Sunny
Boy

Source circuits
all #10 AWG
Jbox

+

-

AC Disconnect

Inverter
240v

(source circuit)

String

240V
AC

String

(source circuit)

+

-

120V
Neutral

Discon.

.. . . .. . .
Inverter input circuit 2/0 AWG

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

175A

Sunny Island
5048

175A fused
disconnect

DC disconnect

PV inverter AC
output circuit
#8 AWG
40A dbl pole
breaker at panel

Jbox
(battery) inverter AC output
circuits 60A breakers
Disconnect
at both panels

#6 AWG

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

If no deration or adjustment of
wires is needed then use this
column to size wires .
Always use this column to size the
breaker or fuses (use next size up
breaker or fuse if between ratings).

Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizes

2. Breaker or
fuse size

(string Isc x 125%)
____
10.56
8.45 x 1.25= _____A

______x
128.3 1.25= ______A
160.3

Use the max amps in this column
when starting the adjustment of
wires for temp. and conduit fill.
Take the larger of either the final adjusted
ampacity from this column or the final
amps in column 2 to size the
conductors , NEC 690.8(B)(2).

SMA

Example System #5 – Conductor
And OCPD Sizing

NEC 690.8(B)
(string max current x 125%
again)
_____
10.56 x 1.25= _____A
13.2

(string Isc x 125%)
10.56
____
8.45 x 1.25= _____A

120V
AC

AutoTransformer

#6 AWG

240V
Critical
Load Panel

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.
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Example System #5 – Disconnects

Example System #5 – Grounding
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . . . . . . .
120V

String
(source circuit)
Jbox

Jbox

+

#6 AWG
copper
Jbox

+

+
12v

Grounding electrode

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

Jbox

240V
AC

+

-

Sunny
Boy

AC Disconnect

Inverter
240v

+

-

240V
AC

String

Jbox

#10 AWG
copper

+

-

Discon.

#10 AWG copper

Sunny Island
175A 5048 battery
inverter

Jbox

(PV) inverter
output circuit
connects to a
40A breaker

Neutral

Inverter input circuit 2/0 AWG

-

AC Disconnect

String

-

#10 AWG copper

.. . . .. . .

To home’s
grounding
electrode

-

(battery) inverter AC output
circuits 60A breakers
Disconnect
at both panels

#8 AWG copper

#8 AWG
copper

Auto240V
Transformer

120V
AC

175A fused
disconnect

Critical
Load Panel

-

Disconnect

120V
Neutral

.. . . .. . .
-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

-

+
12v

Discon.

175A

Sunny Island
5048

Auto-

120V Transformer
AC

240V

Main battery system
disconnect

Critical
Load Panel

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.

This diagram is for illustration purposes only. Always follow manufacture’s installation instructions.

Example of two Sunny Islands (240V)
with a Sunny Boy inverter

DC disconnect
is “PV system
disconnect” for
the PV system

+

Example System #6 – Micro
Inverter System
13
micro
inverters

J-box for
transition wiring

13
micro
inverters

10 micro
inverters

240V
240V
240V
Manufacture typically recommends
using at least #10 AWG copper wire
for output circuits.

..
AC
combiner box
Each circuit connects to its own dbl.
pole 15A breaker at AC combiner box.

240V
neutral

Service box

System installed by Intermountain Wind and Solar
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Micro Inverter Specifications

Combining Multiple Micro Inverter
AC Output Circuits
14.3 + 14.3 + 11= 39.6A
Next size up breaker= 40A
Conductors sized per 39.6A
(if no ampacity derations needed)
13 micro inverters
on a circuit

..

240v

.88 x 13= 11.44 x 1.25= 14.3A
Next size up breaker= 15A

13 micro inverters
on a circuit

15A

40A

15A

240v

.88 x 10= 8.8 x 1.25= 11A
Next size up breaker= 15A

Example System #6 – Point
Of Interconnection

Main
breaker

15A

240v

.88 x 13= 11.44 x 1.25= 14.3A
Next size up breaker= 15A

10 micro inverters
on a circuit

Service box

PV Tie-in-breaker

Dedicated inverter output
AC combiner panel

Example System #6 – Grounding
13
micro
inverters

200A main service breaker

J-box for
transition wiring

13
micro
inverters

200A rated panel x 1.2= 240A
10 micro
inverters

A 40A PV breaker can be added at
end of the panel’s busbars.
PV breaker located at end of busbars
(on the load side of the main service breaker)

..

240V
240V
240V

Min. #8 AWG GEC/EGC

AC
combiner box

240V

neutral

Min. #8 AWG GEC/EGC

GEC must be bonded as it enters
and bonded as it exits every ferrous
metal enclosure or every metal conduit

Service box

200A rated service panel
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Questions?

System installed by Sunlight Solar Systems

GO SOLAR!

The end
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